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Overview 
What is PARSA  
The ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) is the peak representative body for 
postgraduate and research students at the ANU. PARSA was established in 1960 and since then has provided a 
range of essential services, social activities, and consultative advocacy for and on behalf of our members. In 
2019, our work was concentrated in three main areas:   

1. Providing high-quality, well-organised events and activities for the benefit of our postgraduate and 
research student community;  

2. Advocating and running effective campaigns on the issues of transportation, workplace rights, 
affordability, academic integrity and government financial support for students;   

3. Delivering vital services such as student advisory and legal support, grants for students in need, and our 
Shut Up and Write program.  

  
In 2020, we will continue to organise high-quality events, advocate on issues important to students, and 
deliver reliable services to our members. We are also growing our organisation in 2020 through the development 
of a bicycle maintenance business in the heart of Kambri (however, this is not bid for here).   
  
Organisation   
PARSA works on behalf of our members through our elected student representatives, who form the Postgraduate 
Representative Committee (PRC). Our representatives are elected annually in August and take office six weeks 
later. Our representatives are overseen by the President (the CEO) and hold positions which focus on key 
operational and advocacy areas of the Association. PARSA representatives are supported by our committed 
professional staff team, which provide expertise to our student representatives in a range of areas and are also 
responsible for many areas of service delivery. Staff members also overseen by the President. PARSA is overseen 
by the Board which is responsible for the strategic direction of the Association and overseeing the President; it is 
therefore ultimately responsible for the conduct of PARSA.  
  
PARSA Strategic Plan 2018-2021  
In 2018, PARSA launched our first Strategic Plan to articulate a general strategic understanding of the Association 
(i.e. our roles and responsibilities within ANU) and guide us more deliberately into the future. This document 
articulates our Vision for “a vibrant postgraduate community shaping the future”, identifies our core Values 
as Student focus, Student leadership, Supporting our community, Celebrating diversity, and Integrity, 
and explains our Strategic Themes of Support, Advocacy, Community building, and Transparency and 
Sustainability. Our Vision, Values and Strategic Themes inform all our bids, and are consistently referred to 
throughout this document. Our Strategic Plan also supports the accomplishment of the Strategies for Change 
considered in the ANU Strategic Plan 2019-2022. This Strategic Plan also informs, and is referred to, in our bids.   
  
PARSA Survey 2019  
Pursuant to the PARSA Strategic Plan, PARSA conducts a comprehensive survey of our members every two years 
to ensure a deep understanding of our members’ needs and concerns, and the difficulties they face. In 
2019, PARSA conducted this survey using Qualtrics, with assistance from the Planning and Performance 
Management Division. We surveyed a record number of 1890 PARSA members, which is 18% of our total 
membership. This is a crucial tool for us to better understand our performance as an organisation and where we 
need to focus in order to better support the ANU postgraduate and research student community.   
  
SSAF Bidding Methodology  
We acknowledge the changes to the SSAF bidding process this year and the reduced funding pool from last year. 
In response to these changes and the desire to streamline and simplify the bidding process, we have approached 
the construction of our bids with a focus on articulating our core (and essential) activities, and then identified 
areas for growth. In addition to this, as a democratic students’ association we have a responsibility to ensure that 

https://parsa.anu.edu.au/aboutparsa/
https://parsa.anu.edu.au/aboutparsa/who-we-are/
https://parsa.anu.edu.au/pageassets/aboutparsa/strategicplan/PARSA_Strategic-Plan-2018_04.pdf
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elected representatives have enough freedom to organise some unplanned activities. With both considerations in 
mind, we have streamlined several historically similar bids into larger, retitled, bids, and are deliberately bidding 
for modest amounts for our elected representatives. Due to the limited space in the bids, where appropriate, we 
have hyperlinked to photo albums of our events (or other relevant materials) to provide greater context.    
  
Adaptability  
PARSA understands that the SSAF pool is limited to $5.2m in 2019, down from $5.5m in 2018. Thus, it is unlikely 
that any bidding organisation will be able to receive all that it hopes to. In light of this, a listing of priorities has 
been provided as a space to identify what each organisation believes is most important. We have provided our 
priorities accordingly, but we also wish to explain that there are many events, programs, or activities that we are 
bidding for that will be viable at nominally reduced amounts or with altered components. As a Student Association 
and a charity, we are highly conscious of expense and providing value for students, so we are experienced in 
adapting our plans to reflect available funding. Where realistic, this has been included for consideration.   
  
Funding Amounts 
In 2017, PARSA received $1,589,006 from SSAF ($1,339,006 + SEEF $250,000).   
In 2018, PARSA received $1,907,879 from SSAF ($1,521,484 + SEEF $250,000 + mid-year allocation $136,395).   
In 2019, PARSA received $1,828,216 ($1,578,216 + SEEF $250,000).   
In 2020, PARSA is requesting $2,340,060.92 ($2,090,060.92+ SEEF $250,000).   

 
Priority Listing 
a) Staffing and Administrative Costs on-going 

Cost Item Justification 2020 Budget 2019 est. 
expenditure 

2018 actual 
expenditure 

Staffing • The 2020 budget includes a 2% increase in 
salaries from July. Which allows for the 
increase provided for in the ANU 
Enterprise Agreement. 

$910,300 $901,257 $864,274 

Administration • The bid for administration is lower than in 
previous years due to a reduction in the 
cost of utilities, printing and recruitment. 

$129,500 $140,000 $165,000 

Stipend & 
Honoraria 

• The stipend amount bid remains same due 
to continuation of current year’s structure  $150,000 $150,000 $146,061.03 

Membership 
Solutions 
Limited 

• Bidding for the contract renewal. Previous 
contract ran for 3 yrs hence no amount 
was allocated for them in 2017 & 2018 

$28,500 $0 $0 

 TOTAL: $1,218,300.00 $1,191,257 $1,175,335 
 
b) Continuing and new projects 

Cost Item Justification 2020 Budget 2019 est. 
expenditure 

2018 actual 
expenditure 

Education 
Portfolio 
Activities 

• Objective is to provide for education & 
college related support, advocacy & 
engagement at ANU 

• Bid amount reduced from last year due to 
segregation from career networking and 
HDR projects which have been bid for 
separately 

$33,585.00 $54,000 $32,446 

https://parsa.anu.edu.au/pageassets/aboutparsa/finance/financialdocuments2016-17/SSAF-funding-allocation-2017.pdf
https://parsa.anu.edu.au/pageassets/aboutparsa/finance/financialdocuments2017-18/PARSA-Final-2018-SSAF-Summary.pdf
https://parsa.anu.edu.au/pageassets/aboutparsa/finance/financialdocuments2017-18/SSAF-Mid-Year-Round-Recommendations.pdf
https://parsa.anu.edu.au/pageassets/aboutparsa/finance/financialdocuments2018-19/SSAF-2019-Allocation-FINAL.pdf
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International 
Student, ATSI, 
and Parents and 
Carers Support 
and Advocacy 
Activities 

• Bid is higher in order to accommodate the 
scaled up equity support and advocacy 
activities in addition to activities for 
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islanders, 
International students and student 
parents  

• Bidding for central pool of funding for all 
portfolio officers of the Association. 

$80,000.00 $52,000 $55,000 

Womens, Queer 
and Disabilities 
Support and 
Advocacy 
Activities 

• Bid is similar to the allocation from 2018 
expenditure and higher from 2019 
estimated expenditure as those 
allocations were only for women’s 
portfolio.  

• Addition for Queer and disabilities 
portfolios to ensure equivalent budget 
across all portfolios. 

$30,000.00 $13,000 $30,000 

Environmental 
Activities 

• Bid amount is equivalent in comparison to 
allocations from last year however the 
range of activities mentioned in bid 
document are relevant to current scenario 

$10,000.00 $10,000 $18,000 

Student Support 
Grants 

• Bid amount increased in order to 
accommodate the rising need to provide 
financial support to our members 

$36,500.00 $31,000 $26,000 

Community 
Building 
Activities 

• Bid restructured from previous years, 
including the culture & engagement 
component  

• Refer to budget breakdown for details on 
each activity  

• Streamlined a range of historical social, 
cultural, and community building events. 

$111,328.25 $50,500 $28,018 

International 
and Cultural 
Events 

• Bid amount increased in order to provide 
adequate support to international student 
community on campus and celebrating 
diverse cultures 

$41,008.00 $35,000 $35,000 

Capacity 
Building & 
Student 
Engagement 

• Bid amount increased to acquire the 
necessary resources for effective 
consultation and survey feedback from 
students 

$20,550.00 $12,000 $20,000 

Orientation 
Activities 

• Bid amount kept on similar lines in order 
to continue the successful orientation 
programs 

$65,388.04 $88,000 $70,000 

SEEF • Bid amount kept on similar lines to 
continue the successful fund providing 
program for both undergraduate & 
postgraduate 

$250,000.00 $250,000.00 $250,000.00 

Student 
Welcome Kits 
and Volunteer 
Materials 

• Bid amount increased to purchase and 
provide basic and essential study support 
material to students and volunteers 

$65,723.63 $37,500 $50,500 
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• Streamlined elements from 
communications and orientation budget 
lines. 

Shut Up and 
Write 

• Bid amount increased for reintroduction 
to facilitators and weekend sessions for 
better & smoother support services to the 
research student community  

$155,338 $63,400 $104,554 

Student 
Leadership 
Conference 

• New project bid 
• Aimed at providing leadership skills and 

exposure to students at ANU 
$15,200.00 - - 

Media • Bid amount increased to acquire 
necessary resources required for 
enhanced engagement with the students 

$13,508.00 $5,500 $5,500 

PARSA Playdate • Separated from equity portfolio hence no 
amount 2019 expenditure 

• Objective is to continue the services 
provided to student parent through the 
highly successful playdate events 

$14,370.00 $0 $10,000 

HDR Projects • New bid 
• As part of our strategy to provide 

enhanced support to research community 
• Separation from Education Portfolio  

$20,400.00 - - 

Affiliated 
Association 
Activities 

• Bid amount approximately similar to 
previous year accounting the inflation in 
travel expenditures 

$31,797.00 $30,000 $25,000 

Careers & 
Networking 

• This year PARSA plans to collaborate with 
ANU careers to provide many more career 
building advise to our postgraduate 
students in order to provide value 
addition to their academic pursuits 

• Separation from Education Portfolio 

$27,594.00 $3,000 - 

Publications • Based on the feedback received from 
students bid amount is increased to 
provide better publication based 
resources 

$27,830.00 $12,000 $9,000 

Wellbeing 
Activities 

• Separated from the wellbeing activities 
under other portfolios last year due to the 
heightened need for stress relieving 
initiatives 

$31,750.00 - - 

EQUIP • Bid amount increased in order to fulfil the 
need of modern day trainings with 
additional round for each semester 

$20,856.00 $10,000 $10,000 

Psychoeducatio
nal Groups 

• New bid 
• In collaboration with various entities at 

university this program will attempt to 
help student families  

$10,760.00 - - 

New SAT 
Support 
Services 

• New bid 
$8,275.00 - - 
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• Program aimed at enhancing the services 
provided by Student assistance team at 
PARSA 

 TOTAL: $1,129,680.92 $756,900 $779,018 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Student Support Grants 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Dean of Students: A/Prof Miriam Gani and Deputy Dean of Students: Dr. Peter Hendriks  
Name: Research Skills and Training: Victoria Firth-Smith and Inger Mewburn  
Name: Master of University House: Professor Peter Kanowski  
Name: Dean of HDR: A. Professor Ann Evans 
Name: Head of Counselling at ANU Counselling Centre: Andrew Staniforth 
Name: Deputy Registrar – Accommodation Services | Student Life: Scott Walker 

 
Project Overview 

The PARSA Student Support Grants offer financial support to enrolled postgraduate students experiencing 
financial hardship due to unexpected or unforeseen circumstances; the purpose of the grants is to address an 
immediate need. We work collaboratively with the student to establish longer term supports e.g. Government 
financial support services, ANU scholarships and Community supports.  
 
The PARSA Student Support Grants consist of: 

1. PARSA Emergency Grant: addresses a student’s immediate need for financial support due to an 
unexpected or emergency circumstance; up to $500/calendar year.  

2. PARSA Family Supplement Grant: provides an additional $500/calendar year if the student has accessed 
the PARSA Emergency Grant within the previous 30 days and has dependents.  

3. PARSA Emergency Accommodation Grant: provides temporary accommodation for up to 7 nights at the 
YHA to students who do not have secure accommodation due to an unforeseen circumstance.  

4. PARSA Grocery Voucher Grant: provides up to $150/semester in Coles Vouchers to students unable to 
meet their basic needs.  

5. PARSA Indigenous Health and Wellbeing Grant: provides support to Indigenous students in meeting the 
costs of health and wellbeing programs and activities up to the value of $300/semester.  

6. PARSA Textbook Grant: contributes up to $150/semester towards recommended/required textbooks for 
students experiencing financial hardship. 

7. Graduation Ceremony Assistance Program: In collaboration with the ANU Examinations and Graduation 
Office, eligible students can have the costs of their graduation attire waived. 

 
Satisfaction rates from the 2019 PARSA Survey indicate students accessing these grants are finding the support 
either extremely or very helpful: 
 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
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Fig. 1: Recipient rating of PARSA Grants from 2019 PARSA Survey 
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PARSA Student Assistance is currently on track to meet the budget for the 2019 SSAF grant provisions. The 
demand for this program has been consistent and will likely increase in the near future. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

The grants program offers an opportunity to support, in a practical sense, the student whilst offering warm 
referrals to other community and university agencies.  
 
Students who have accessed our service are often in dire circumstances; for example, they may be experiencing 
homelessness due to their home being an unsafe environment or they may have no available financial resources 
to purchase basic need items such as food, sanitary items, etc.  
 
Based on the current trajectory of the grants we will have provided financial assistance to over 100 postgraduate 
students by December 2019. Further to our grants program, the Student Assistance Team has logged 1620 
student enquiries in the period 1st Jan 2019 to 6th September 2019, working with students to address the 
underlying causes of their financial hardship, support them with their academic matter and other needs for 
support.   
 
The 2019 PARSA Survey, highlighted the following satisfaction rates for students accessing the service: 
 

 
Fig. 2: User rating of PARSA Student Assistance Appointments from 2019 PARSA Survey, n= 177 
 
In addition to the 2019 PARSA Survey, the Student Assistance team sent out feedback forms to students who had 
accessed the service in the previous 24 months to better inform the association of how to deliver their services; 
the response was overwhelmingly positive. 
 
Testimonials:  
 
“PARSA assistance is very helpful and supportive, I really appreciate the help”. 
 
“I used the Indigenous health funding - prompt and clear communication and scholarship transfer, Thank you! 
 
 “The assistance from PARSA has been invaluable while I have been finalizing my PhD thesis for submission. Thank 
you so much!” 
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“The people I met with were empathetic and gave me good information, with clear options to follow up. I will 
remain in contact with them as the matter progresses ... and hopefully resolves.” 

 

 
Fig. 3: PARSA Student Assistance Survey responses about recommending the PARSA Student Assistance 
Services, n=104 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

2020 PARSA student support grants will continue to deliver emergency financial assistance to enrolled 
postgraduate students.  
 

• The student support grants provide immediate relief for those experiencing financial hardship to ensure 
their health, wellbeing and continued enrolment at ANU is maintained.  

• The PARSA Student Assistance Team will continue to work collaboratively with postgraduate students, 
ANU services, Government and Community services to address the underlying causes of the financial 
hardship and develop a plan for the student’s financial stability moving forward.  

• The information collated through students accessing this service will guide PARSA’s future policies, 
campaigns and program development to ensure that the needs of the postgraduate community are 
continuously reassessed and addressed. 

 
The above goals and outcomes directly relate to the following ANU Strategic Themes: 
 

• Retention of Students: Financial pressures can be a contributing factor in students choosing to leave 
university to pursue paid employment. Addressing these financial concerns can assist students in feeling 
supported, ensuring they can meet their needs and maintain their academic workload.  

• ANU’s responsibility to indigenous Australia: Offering the Indigenous Health and Wellbeing Grant to 
eligible postgraduate students to support their health and wellbeing. 

 
 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
PARSA Student Support Grants 

• PARSA Emergency Grant  
• PARSA Family Supplement Grant 
• PARSA Emergency Accommodation Grant 

$33,500 
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• PARSA Grocery Voucher Grant  
• PARSA Indigenous Health and Wellbeing Grant  
• PARSA Textbook Grant 
• Graduation Ceremony Assistance Program 

Promotion $500 
Design, Brochures & Flyers  $2,500 

TOTAL: $36,500 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: EQUIP 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

The PARSA EQUIP training for work program provides opportunities for unemployed postgraduates to acquire and 
improve skills, training or work experience to be able to apply for casual and part-time work in hospitality, retail, 
volunteer, disability support and other work to support and manage their studies.  
 
In our recent 2019 PARSA Survey, 37.20% of students (of nearly 1900 respondents) mentioned that one of the key 
challenges affecting them as a postgraduate student was employment while studying. This program is critical to 
helping students meet their basic financial needs while studying, and this student feedback strengthens the case 
for this program alongside a suite of other activities to increase student employability. EQUIP not only broadens 
employment options, but provides social inclusion for students who often face difficulties when looking for casual 
jobs while studying.   
 

 
Fig. 1: Challenges affecting postgraduate students by percentage, n=1765 
 
In 2019 PARSA was not allocated any funding for this program, but was allocated $10,000 in 2018. 
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mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
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2019 Project Outcomes 

Because we were not allocated any SSAF funding for this project in 2019, we decided to re-allocate other funding 
in order to provide this critical PARSA program. In 2018/2019, we provided EQUIP training to close to 160 
students, increasing their chances of securing employment while managing their studies. 
 
We have received an overwhelmingly positive response from students to the EQUIP program.  Through an EQUIP 
Feedback Survey conducted earlier this year, we received affirming feedback from students encouraging us to 
continue the ‘good work’, and thanking us for our generosity in providing this program.  
 

 
Fig. 2: ‘Satisfied Customers’, graduates of the PARSA Equip Program 
 
In the PARSA survey, postgraduate students who had accessed the EQUIP program were more likely to say that 
they feel supported by PARSA and that they feel like they belong in the PARSA community. They are also more 
likely to recommend getting involved in PARSA. This shows that students for whom we provide practical services, 
are likely to want to give back to the rest of the postgraduate community.  
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Fig. 3: Student engagement with ANU and PARSA by 2019 PARSA survey respondent identities 
 
This project serves to meet PARSA’s key strategic themes of Support and Community Building. It also works 
towards the ANU’s key strategic goals of Excellence in education and student experience, and working to address 
the widespread legacies of inequality of opportunity. The EQUIP program helps students discover new passions, 
builds connections across and beyond the campus, opens students to new work opportunities, and provides 
cultural immersion and an understanding of the Australian workplace. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

We currently provide the following courses to postgraduate students: first aid, Microsoft Suite Training, RSA 
Responsible Service of Alcohol, barista training, and driving lessons. Students have requested that we continue 
these programs and have asked for additional course offerings such as food handling, which we wish to provide in 
2020.  
 
We are also aware that students often face wage theft in many industries, including hospitality and retail. We 
want to build our relationships with students entering the job market, so they know that PARSA can provide 
support to them if they are put in a difficult situation. Therefore, we would also like to combine this program with 
the resources from our workplace rights awareness campaign. 
 
We would like to continue this popular program in 2020, expanding into other training programs as requested by 
students, and providing further resources on workplace rights, as well as warm referrals to suitable support 
services such as trade unions and Fair Work. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
First round of EQUIP: 
First Aid Training  
Microsoft Suite Training 
RSA (Responsible Service of alcohol 
Barista Training 
Driving Lesson 

$17,380 
$3,420 
$3,900 
$300 

$8,400 
$1,360 

Second round of EQUIP: $17,380 
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First Aid Training  
Microsoft Suite Training 
RSA (Responsible Service of alcohol 
Barista Training 
Driving Lesson 

$3,420 
$3,900 
$300 

$8,400 
$1,360 

TOTAL COST: $34,760 
COST RECOVERY: $13,904 

TOTAL: $20,856 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Wellbeing Activities 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

Postgraduate students are prone to high levels of stress, particularly around exam and assignment-heavy periods.  
 
To help make these periods less stressful and to promote mental health awareness among postgraduate students, 
PARSA continued a number of wellbeing activities in 2019: 
 

• Wellness Week was a significant part of PARSA’s wellbeing programs. It ran once per semester and 
offered vouchers to students for self-care activities (massages, haircuts, beard trims, food and karaoke), 
and physical activities such as free yoga. Different self-care activities were specifically targeted at women, 
men and queer postgraduate students (who were also able to access the gendered events if they felt safe 
to). The wellness week activities were also designed to give students the opportunity to catch up with 
each other and find support during exam periods. 

• Coffee Voucher scheme was introduced in semester 2, 2018. Once per semester, and in collaboration 
with cafes and outlets on campus, postgraduate students were offered a free coffee voucher. This year, 
over 400 postgraduate students received a free coffee voucher.  

• PARSA Kids Care was also introduced in semester 2, 2018. This scheme provided free childcare to student 
parents during exams, to alleviate stress for student parents during those periods. PARSA was allocated 
$5000 for Kids Care in 2019.  

 

 
 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
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2019 Project Outcomes 
The Wellness Week program helped to reduced stress for students at a critical point in semester. It was an 
opportunity for students to de-stress and have access to luxury items that they normally wouldn't have access to.  
 
It was also an opportunity for students to have some social connection during a period with a high potential for 
social isolation. Wellness Week had a high level of positive engagement, with the majority of events and voucher 
offers being booked out by students. More generally, the event allowed PARSA to engage with students and 
promote the importance of student physical and mental health and wellbeing.  
 
As such, these outcomes align with PARSA's commitment to providing provide support to our members and to 
build a vibrant postgraduate community. In line with objectives 1.5, and 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4, the project supported 
the wellbeing of students by building a supportive environment to students and providing outlets for stress.  
These wellness programs are also in line with ANU’s mental health strategy, particularly to create a supportive and 
inclusive campus climate environment, mental health awareness and literacy, and self-management competencies 
and coping skills. 
 
The Kids Care program in particular helped to alleviate stress and difficulty for student parents during exam 
periods, a demographic that the 2017 and 2018 PARSA Parents Surveys found feels there are a lot of barriers to 
achieving their full potential at the ANU. In this survey student parents also explicitly expressed a desire for 
sessional childcare which suggests that there is a strong demand not only for the program to continue but also to 
potentially expand on it. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

The 2019 the PARSA student population survey identified various challenges affecting the postgraduate student, 
the main challenges reported by students were stress which affects 53.8% of our membership, work/life balance 
which affects 50.1%, and social isolation, which affects 25.1% (see Figure 1). To address these concerns, in 2020 
we intend to continue with Wellness Week, the Coffee Voucher scheme, and the Kids Care program. We also 
intend to expand our wellness activities and projects to include an additional focus on HDR wellness activities, 
because as HDR students tend to not have exam periods, the focus of Wellness Week in alleviating specific times 
of stress during exams is less relevant to this cohort. 
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Fig. 1: Challenges affecting postgraduate students by percentage, n=1765 
 
The PARSA Kids Care program came out of significant student qualitative feedback in our two parent surveys, 
requesting that we support with childcare during exam periods. 
 
PARSA also intends to introduce a postgraduate Sports Day to encourage physical activity and teamwork, which is 
in line with the other sporting activities PARSA currently provides in collaboration with ANU Sport, such as the 
weekly soccer tournament and free daily fitness classes. It is designed to be PARSA’s biggest sports events that 
cater to the diverse cohorts of students, i.e. free fitness classes or sport events for students with disabilities. We 
believe that physical wellbeing is an area where PARSA still has much to explore.  
 
Both the wellness week activities and the Sports Day are in direct support of the above mentioned PARSA 
commitments, the ANU Mental Health strategy and more importantly it is in line with ANU’s 2019 – 2022 Strategic 
Plan, especially point no. 3 on achieving equity within ANU. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Wellness Week x 2 

Men's self-care activities - $2,500 
Women's self-care activities - $2,500  
Queer self-care activities - $1,200 

$10,300 

Kids Care 
42 days of childcare for students @ $120 per child per day 

$5,000 

Sports Day 
Equipment Hire 
Venue Hire 
Catering 
Marketing 

$7,500 

Coffee Voucher Scheme 
1,250 coffees @ $4 each 

$5,000 

HDR Wellness 
Massages at Sui Spa x 50 people 

$3,950 

TOTAL: $31,750 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Student Extracurricular Enrichment Fund (SEEF) 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: ANU Students Association (ANUSA) 
Name: Woroni  
Name: Division of Student Life/Engagement & Success 
Name: ANU Sport 
Name: Dean of Students 
Name: Innovation ACT (IACT) 
Name: Square One Co-Working Space 
Name: CBE Venture Labs 

 
Project Overview 

The Student Extracurricular Enrichment Fund (SEEF) supports and promotes the development of extra-curricular 
projects, events or activities, which enhance the student experience and provide benefit to the ANU Community. 
SEEF is available to both postgraduate and undergraduate students currently enrolled at ANU, and who remain 
enrolled for the duration of their project and its acquittal. The Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association 
(PARSA) administers SEEF. In 2018, a new casual role of SEEF Administrator was introduced with the objective of 
promoting and administering SEEF effectively.  
 

 
 

SEEF has been receiving at least 100+ applications every year from individuals, halls, clubs & associations. The 
projects fall into categories such as theatre, cultural events, awareness about various social issues, sports, etc. 
Some of the major projects executed this year with SEEF grants are Fenner Hall Musical, ANU Ice Hockey Club, 
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Mental Health First Aid Training support, Publications for The Stop Campaign, Support for Inward Bound 2019, 
Toad Hall Multicultural Festival, and Queer Collaborations, amongst many others. 
 
In 2019, we introduced a new grant – known as the venture grant, with an intention to promote entrepreneurial 
skills amongst students. 
 
SEEF was allocated a total of $250,000 in 2019. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

With introduction of a dedicated staff member for the administration of SEEF, PARSA has been able to better 
promote the programme and administer it effectively and in a timely manner. In addition, all acquittals for the 
year 2017 and 2018 have been followed up and have been closed effectively ensuring proper utilisation of the 
grants provided. As per the 2019 PARSA Survey, 95% of the students who have accessed SEEF have found it to be 
helpful. PARSA has been able to respond promptly to the queries of applicants and provide timely advice. 
 

 
Fig. 2: SEEF applications from 2017-2019 
 
There has been a gradual increase in interest in these grants, and in the benefits the student community is seeing 
from the grants. Due to faster responses being provided to the students interested in applying for SEEF, the 
percentage of successful applications has been about 6% over the past two years. Dedicated administration 
capacity has also enabled students to better structure their applications and better produce their financial 
estimates to effectively execute their project. Based on the responses received and grants provided in 2019, we 
expect to see a growth of about 30% in the grant amount provided compared to 2018.    
 
ANU has placed top priority on ensuring excellence in student experience, and has expressed this in the Strategic 
Plan. PARSA’s strategic plan also emphasises building a strong support system and an inclusive community. SEEF 
has been able to promote various projects that are aligned with these strategic themes and improve the overall 
student experience. We have been reaching out to students through regular updates on PARSA and ANUSA social 
media platforms and newsletters. Workshops have been conducted to help students understand SEEF and its 
guidelines better, thereby enabling them to submit more structured and specific applications. 
 

https://parsa.anu.edu.au/seef/successful-seef-projects/
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We have also utilised platforms such as Market Day, CBE Venture Labs workshops, and the IACT Programme 
launch to promote SEEF in general, as well as the Venture grants specifically. This has also generated significant 
interest amongst students in venture grants this year. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

As per the PARSA Survey held in 2019, about 95% of the students who accessed SEEF have found it to be helpful. 
For 2020, we aim to further increase amount of successful applications for these grants, and encourage students 
to use these grants for more innovative projects.  
 
We also intend to focus more on promotion and marketing to raise the profile of the program in the student 
community, as only a small portion of students access the funding. We will leverage our relationships with the 
named proponents to spread information about SEEF and the benefits it provides to students.  
 
Finally, we would like to partner with other entrepreneurial initiatives across ANU to promote the Venture Grant 
and to encourage more students to apply for these grants. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
SEEF Grants $220,000 
Administration $30,000 

TOTAL: $250,000 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Publications 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: ANUSA 
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

Key information from PARSA and ANU stakeholders is largely disseminated though our print publications. Students 
rely heavily on these publications to plan their academic studies, keep track of assignments and key dates, find 
information about PARSA support services and resources. These publications also increase student awareness of 
the support available to them at the university and in Canberra. 
 
Student Diary 
Every year, PARSA and ANUSA co-produce the design and printing of the highly sought-after student diary 
planner. These planners contain key dates and information about the ANU.  We were provided with $5,000 in 
2019. 
 
Survival Guide 
PARSA has been producing the Postgraduate Survival Guide for many years (at least as far back as 1997), and it 
has been a key part of PARSA’s welcome kits. It gives information on how to navigate a postgraduate degree at 
the ANU and the support services provided by PARSA and the ANU. In 2019 the project was allocated $11,500. 
 
Multi-lingual resources and communications 
As 53% of our members are international students, supplying information only in English (a second language for 
many PARSA members) can create barriers for international students to access important supports. Multi-lingual 
resources make the more isolated members of our diverse community more reachable and included. In 2019 
PARSA was allocated $4,000. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

In accordance with the ANU’s fourth strategic objective, and PARSA’s fourth strategic objective, our publications 
enable meaningful engagement and collaboration with postgraduate students across the University and the 
broader Canberra community. As shown in Figure 1, all student groups in the PARSA survey indicated that they 
would like more communications from PARSA: 
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Fig. 1: Student numbers requesting more PARSA communications by residency 
 
In 2019, we distributed 1200 diaries to students during O-Week (Semester 1), leaving very few to distribute during 
Welcome Week, (Semester 2). Students appreciate the diaries and use them to track important semester dates, 
PARSA and ANUSA activities, public holidays, assignments, their course load, local events, and their personal lives. 
As over 50% of respondents to the 2019 PARSA Survey indicated that work/life balance is a key challenge for 
them, having an easy tool to track their commitments helps ease concerns. 
 
Over the course of O-Week (Semester 1) and Welcome Week (Semester 2), we distributed almost 1500 
Postgraduate Survival Guides to incoming postgraduate students as part of the PARSA welcome kits. A further 500 
Postgraduate Survival Guides were provided to HDR students at approximately 15 HDR inductions throughout the 
year. It is important to separate these groups, as many HDR students commence at times outside of the regular 
orientation periods. 
 
In 2019 we also developed our first multilingual resources for students, including the Student Assistance cards and 
‘What is PARSA’ cards in simplified Chinese. This meant that Chinese students, one of our largest student 
communities, were able to access information about critical support services in their own language, providing a 
level of trust and credibility for PARSA. This has been reflected in the increased engagement by these students 
with PARSA’s support services this year. 
 
This year PARSA produced our first Postgraduate Magazine in collaboration with Woroni, and launched it in 
September 2019. Through this, we provided a platform for over 20 students to showcase their skills beyond their 
studies. This platform therefore also provides an opportunity for students to develop a healthier work/life 
balance, an issue previously discussed. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

The Student Diary is one of our most popular physical resources for postgraduate students. In 2019 we distributed 
over 1200 copies over O-Week and Welcome Week, and fielded student requests for more. In 2020 we would like 
to meet these demands by printing extra copies for our student community.  
 
The annual Survival Guide will be updated and reprinted in 2020 with new information about PARSA, ANU and 
local Canberra community and services which are integral to supporting and enhancing the student experience at 
the ANU.  
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In 2020, we will produce more multi-lingual resources and aim to provide content in languages such as Bahasa 
Indonesia, Japanese, Spanish, Portuguese, and Arabic. More staffing hours are required to produce these 
resources and translate them for our diverse audience. 
 
These project also creates opportunities for students to develop skills in their extra-curricular activities and 
supports the well-being of students ensuring PARSA’s commitment to supporting our members and building 
community (PARSA Strategic Plan, Objective 3). 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Student Diary 

Printing cost $5800  
Design cost $1500 

$8,030 

Survival Guide 
Printing $9700  
Design (Creative development $800 + typesetting $2000 + artwork $200 + 
project management $300)  

$14,300 

Multi-lingual communication resources 
Translation costs $2500  
Design $1000  
Printing $1500 

$5,500 

TOTAL: $27,830 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Media 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

Media promotion is employed as a crucial tool for encouraging students to engage with PARSA and access our 
resources and support services. Ensuring that we are visible, loud, colourful, and shareable is indispensable in our 
globalised and highly connected world and we attempt to achieve this through videos, photos and social media 
promotion. We always intend for our content to cut through traffic and connect with student community in real 
time. 
 
Videos: Video content is an ever-popular engagement medium for our social media communication. Our 
community- building and events and PARSA promotions videos gain high engagement on our socials. The videos 
are created by commissioning student videographers. In 2019 we were allocated $1000.  
 
Photography: PARSA events are attended by a large portion of postgrad students. We regularly commission 
photographers to capture and document association events and community-building activities, which we 
showcase on our social media platforms, as pictures are highly demanded by students. PARSA sources and 
promotes student photographers to support and further build their talents within the student community. In 
2019, we were allocated $2,500. 
 
Social Media Promotion:  In 2019, PARSA was allocated $2,000 for social media promotion. Promotions on Social 
Media, particularly Facebook and Instagram helps us reach a more targeted/specific student audience and 
increases student engagement, enabling us to disseminate information and our communications more 
strategically.   

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019, PARSA created various videos which highlighted our community-building events and activities, campaign-
based videos, and videos which informed students on the new office location as well as the Parents room at ANU. 
PARSA was allocated $1,000 for this in 2019. Videos can be accessed here. 
 
In the past year, we commissioned student photographers to capture the essence of PARSA events, showcasing 
spirit of community on our social media platforms. Several collaborating Canberra businesses asked for 
photographs from events like PARSA Big Day, Networking Nights and International Student Welcome, thus raising 
marketing value of ANU. Photos can be accessed here.  
 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
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Among social media platforms, Facebook is the most popular channel for businesses to share video content (81 
percent), with YouTube in second (62 percent), and Instagram third (57 percent). In 2019, with an objective to 
increase engagement with students, we used Facebook ads and boosted our promotions for events such as the 
Ngage Career Networking Night, O-Week Student Welcome, and family friendly PARSA Playdates.   
 
BuzzSumo has access to some of the world’s most robust Facebook data, which powers lots of incredible research 
studies. Their 2019 Guide to Facebook engagement mentioned. On average, video posts on Facebook get at least 
59 percent more engagement than other post types, Video performs better than all other types of Facebook 
posts. 
 
Our media promotion seeks to address all four PARSA strategic plan themes of community-building, advocacy, 
support, and transparency and sustainability by promoting our services & events on social media through videos 
and photos.  
 
This project also addresses ANU strategic themes of building a culture of collegiality and engagement – across and 
beyond ANU, as well as building on a culture of academic excellence. It should also be noted that we keep learning 
new techniques from sources like effective social media marketing strategy for enhancement of media promotion 
services. 
 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

To gain better student traction and engagement, PARSA will create a series of videos in 2020 highlighting and 
capturing the association’s key and prestigious events (O-Week, ANU Tomorrow, PARSA Big Day, Multicultural 
Festival, PARSA Ball, Wellness Week, Womens Week,) in 2020 for use in future promotion of PARSA activities and 
support services which are available to students and the broader ANU community. PARSA will partner with 
Woroni where possible to support this, but also wants to ensure an allocation is made in order to commission 
PARSA-specific video projects. 
 
Our events and a community engagement and collaborative programs are well attended by students. We often 
have a huge request by students for their attendance at these fun events to be photographed. This brings a sense 
of social harmony and community bonding as many students want to share their pictures with friends and family 
around the world. Photography is also an important aspect to showcase to students and the Canberra community 
all the great work PARSA and ANU stakeholders are doing for the student community at ANU, hence we will 
continue to provide high quality photography work for PARSA events and programs in 2020. 
 
In 2020 we intend to use Facebook Ads and Campaigns as well as Instagram ads to strategically boost and 
promote our key events and campaigns. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
PARSA Video: 
Video content creation and filming fees: $5900 + GST 

2 x O-Weeks  
Women’s week  
PARSA Ball 
ANU Tomorrow 
Multicultural Festival  
Wellness Week  
4 x Global cafes 

$6,490 

https://buffer.com/library/social-media-marketing-plan
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5 x Trips/excursions 
2 x Campaigns 

PARSA Photography 
Photographer fees: $4080 + GST 

2 x O-Weeks 
Women’s week  
PARSA Ball  
ANU Tomorrow  
Multicultural Festival  
Wellness Week  
4 x Global cafes  
2 x Networking/career events  
5 x Trips/excursions 

$4,488 

Social Media Promotion: $2,300 + GST 
Facebook Ads boosting and Ad campaigns 
Instagram ads 

$2,530 

TOTAL: $13,508 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Student Welcome Kits and Volunteer Materials 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

PARSA Representative and Volunteer Materials – According to the PARSA Survey 13% of postgraduate students 
volunteer at PARSA events and activities throughout the year and over 51% hope to volunteer with us in the 
future. We have over 700 volunteers taking part and they are key to us running successful events and programs. 
PARSA’s representatives and volunteers need to make themselves visible and identifiable during Orientation 
Week and throughout the year, to ensure that new students have a clear indicator of people they can approach 
for any assistance, support, or further information. In 2019 we were allocated $3000. 
 
Student Welcome Kits – PARSA is the central information and community hub for postgraduate students. We 
assist new and continuing students with vital information to enhance their university and academic life. When 
postgraduate students commence their studies at the ANU, we provide student welcome kits that can be accessed 
year round. These contain useful information for students about PARSA, the ANU, and the wider Canberra 
community as well as PARSA-branded resources such as keep cups, survival guides, notepads, and post-it notes. 
These kits provide practical tools for students to enhance their studies and lives, as well as distributing important 
information about PARSA, the ANU, and Canberra. In 2019 we were allocated a total of $15,000 for student 
welcome kits and PARSA materials. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

Volunteers are given the opportunity to learn about the organisation, contribute to ANU and the postgraduate 
community, make and build contacts, develop their skills, and build collegiality a sense of community and 
belonging on campus and beyond. In 2019, PARSA purchased t-shirts for O-Week and hoodies for Welcome Week, 
increasing the visibility and approachability of PARSA volunteers and PARSA reps. This was also a token to 
recognise the effort and contribution made by the volunteers and representatives. 
 
We regularly receive very positive feedback on our PARSA welcome kits, and they are in such high demand that 
we must be careful to ensure that only postgraduate students access them. In 2019 we provided approximately 
1500 student welcome kits to incoming students during O-Week and Welcome Week, as well as a further 500 at 
HDR inductions (as HDR students commence at odd times during the calendar year, and will not always have easy 
access to an O-Week). This is 2,000 students who are aware of us and our support services who can also tell their 
friends and their communities of the services available to them, in addition to the directly valuable materials 
provided.  
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By providing valuable materials and support resources from the beginning of a student’s time here at the ANU we 
are supporting them to not only have an unrivalled experience, but also to ensure that if they struggle during their 
time they know where to turn for help. This achieves the objectives of the PARSA Strategic Plan by supporting 
students, promoting their wellbeing, increasing awareness of PARSA, and developing a sense of community (1.1, 
1.5, 2.1, 3.1). These also fulfil the ANU Strategic Plan’s vision to become renowned for excellence in the student 
experience, and its strategy for change through building a culture of collegiality and engagement.  

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

We would like provide our volunteers a token of thanks for their commitment and contribution to PARSA as well 
as increase identifiable support and approachability to students by ensuring our PARSA representative are visible, 
accessible and approachable, as well as increasing community awareness of the association, as these students will 
go on to wear these clothing items in their day-to-day lives.  
 
We wish to continue to provide student welcome kits to incoming students at both O-Week and Welcome Week. 
We want to increase student awareness of the association, provide students with accessible alternatives to single-
use products, place PARSA front-of-mind for postgraduate students in need of support, and resources that are 
worth sharing with friends and communities. We also want to make sure we have enough welcome kits for HDR 
and College inductions. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
PARSA Representative and Volunteer Materials  

200 X T-shirts  $3800 + GST 
200 X Hoodies $ 7050 + GST 

$11,935 

Student Welcome Kits ($21.52 x 2500) 
Keep cup or water bottle 
Tote bag 
Notepad 
Post-it notes 
Highlighter 
Pen 
PARSA Sticker 
Induction fact sheet 
Accommodation guide 
Community support materials 

$53,788.63 

TOTAL: $65,723.63 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Education Portfolio Activities 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

Under the Education portfolio, PARSA is committed to providing college-related advocacy and engagement 
through events and projects that are specific to each college and the needs of their students. These events and 
programs include:  

• College mixers: college-specific mixers allow postgrad students within specific colleges to socialise and 
build connections. In 2019 several college mixers were held, such as a BBQ by the CHM officers and a 
wellbeing workshop held by the CAP officers in collaboration with ANU sport.   

• HDR and Coursework consultative workshops: In 2019, PARSA trialled consultative workshops for HDR 
and Coursework students. These workshops had positive and diverse engagement, and more regular 
workshops were requested by participants. As such, in 2020 PARSA plans to introduce two consultative 
workshops per semester for each college (one for HDR, one for Coursework). These workshops would 
provide an effective platform for students to air their concerns and provide direct feedback to PARSA 
through their respective officers.  

• PARSA helpdesk: In 2020, PARSA also plans to introduce regular helpdesks in each college to increase 
engagement between PARSA college officers and postgraduate students, and to raise general awareness 
of PARSA’s various support services.   

• ANU Tomorrow: ANU Tomorrow is one of PARSA’s flagship events. The event is similar to an academic 
TED Talk, in which multiple academics from different disciplines at ANU present a talk to people inside and 
outside their discipline. ANU Tomorrow is a unique opportunity for the ANU to present and 
highlight its diverse research talent.   

• Off-Campus and Distance Engagement: It is important for PARSA to engage with its off-campus 
and distance students. In 2019, PARSA ran its first two Distance Connect events for postgraduate students 
in Melbourne and at the Canberra Hospital. Both of these events were lunches. These events provide an 
opportunity for off-campus students to socialise and engage with PARSA. There was positive feedback for 
both events, with 70+ students in total attending the two events. In 2020, we plan to continue with 
Distance Connect events and expand to other off-campus locations across Australia.   

  
In 2019, PARSA was allocated $14000 for college-specific events, $6000 for Off-Campus and Distance Engagement, 
and $4000 for ANU Tomorrow.   

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

Our college mixers - a series of 7 x 2-hour events, one per college - and proposed helpdesks address at least two of 
the university’s strategic objectives: building a culture of collegiality and engagement, and prioritising collegiality 
and cross-unit collaboration in funding and promotion decisions. In 2019, PARSA ran many college-specific events 
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including careers fairs, BBQs, social events and inductions.  These events were effective in fulfilling many student 
needs such as inclusiveness and engagement with other members of the postgraduate community.  
  
Similarly, our activities under the Off-Campus and Distance Engagement program also address a number 
of PARSA’s key strategic themes, including support, and community building. In 2019, we believe we have been 
successful in achieving this. We offered support to students at satellite campuses by putting out a survey, which 
has been informing the way we run our distance engagement activities. PARSA successfully held PARSA Distance 
Connect in Melbourne and The Canberra Hospital. These social meetups were held to support and provide 
distance students with an excellent opportunity to connect with PARSA and the postgraduate community at the 
ANU.  
  
PARSA also ran two consultative workshops (HDR/Coursework). These workshops were effective in terms of 
understanding the challenges students face, and enabled us to provide better support and advocacy services 
based on direct feedback from students.  
  
In 2019, PARSA’s event ANU Tomorrow was successful in engaging with the ANU postgraduate students as well as 
the wider Canberra community. The event was recorded for later publication, allowing those students who were 
unable to attend in person, or who had missed out on acquiring tickets, to view the event later.   

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

The aim of events and programs held and run from within the Education portfolio is to 
increase postgraduate student involvement and engagement with PARSA and the university on the college level. 
These projects and activities will create a stronger sense of community and connectedness between postgraduate 
students, as well as simultaneously promoting the services of PARSA and that of the wider university community. 
Through involving students through the various college-specific activities, students will feel a stronger sense of 
collegiality and engagement within their broader college environment.  
  
HDR/Coursework consultative workshops allow us to directly listen to and address the various student 
concerns as a way to effectively represent postgraduate students. After successfully trialling these workshops 
during the second semester of this year (2019), we plan to run these workshops twice every semester (one 
session for HDR and one for Coursework students).  
  
In 2020, we would like to run the incredibly successful ANU Tomorrow again, to showcase the amazing things that 
are happening at the ANU and to help inspire postgraduate students what they could achieve.   
  
By actively providing opportunities, we look forward to strengthening our connections with distance, off-campus, 
and remote students as well as it helps them in developing a sense of connection with PARSA and the ANU.  

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
College Specific Activities x 14 (2 per college) 

Sausages - $325 
Vegetarian Sausages - $225 
Bread - $235 
Onions - $175 
Condiments - $40 

$14,000 

Education Workshops x 4 
Catering - $540 ($18 per head) 

$2,160 

Off-Campus & Distance Engagement  $10,000 
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Catering $8,000 
Marketing $1,000 
Activities materials $1,000 

ANU Tomorrow 
Venue Hire T2, Kamrbi - $600 
Kambri Staffing - $200 
Black & White Catering $6,065 
Audio Technician - $500 

$7,425 

TOTAL: $33,585 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Shut Up and Write 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

The PARSA Shut Up and Write (SUAW) program provides a supportive environment for our HDR members to 
write, socialise, and develop peer support networks. PARSA provides trained facilitators to keep students 
motivated and provide referrals to relevant support services, and we also provide healthy, cost-effective meals 
over which our members can momentarily forget their worries.   
  
The Shut Up and Write concept turns writing from a solitary to a social experience. SUAW follows the Pomodoro 
Technique, which involves writing in silence for 25 minutes, followed by 5-minute rest breaks for coffee, food, and 
social connection. Quick chats are an effective ‘brain break’ between intense periods of focus, and students work 
on their own tasks, and share helpful techniques and ideas. The sessions are led by trained facilitators who keep 
time, encourage connection, provide opportunities for stress relief, and check-in with students about 
their wellbeing.   
  
This project serves the ANU strategic goals to ensure success for students and staff is based on ability and 
endeavour, whatever their backgrounds or identities, and promoting collegiality and cross-unit collaboration.  
  
In 2018 and 2019, PARSA has worked closely with Research Skills and Training, Academic Skills and Learning 
Centre, and ANU Wellbeing to promote and improve the program. In 2018, PARSA was allocated $100,500. In 
2019, PARSA was allocated $63,400 for Shut up and Write thus requiring a review of program delivery to ensure 
its success. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019, PARSA was allocated a significantly smaller amount for our Shut Up and Write Program, this required 
innovation and creativity on our part to work out how to provide the program to our students in the most 
effective way possible, as we know that it is a crucial touchpoint for many students. In the 2019 PARSA survey, 
86% of respondents who had participated in the program indicated that SUAW has been extremely or very 
helpful. Students who attend Shut Up and Write also indicate feeling more connected and supported by the ANU 
than other students.  
 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
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Fig 1: Rating of PARSA SUAW program by participants, n=225  
 

 
Fig 2: Student engagement with ANU and PARSA by 2019 PARSA survey respondent identities, n=226 
 
Consultation with our membership at the beginning of 2019 found that the most valuable part of Shut Up and 
Write to our students is the meals provided (the 2019 Universities Australia Student Finances Survey found that 
9% of HDR students regularly go without food or necessities) and the way that the program serves to promote 
connection.  
  
With our diminished budget in 2019 we altered the model of delivery of the program to have one paid 
coordinator and volunteer facilitators. To ensure quality of the program, the safety of participants, and to support 
them our volunteers receive training from us in facilitation, MHFA, First Aid, Ally Training, Disclosure training, and 
MATE training. They also receive credit through the ANU+ program. In 2019 we also launched the PARSA SUAW 
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Network to promote the development of College and discipline specific SUAW programs that we assist in 
coordinating and communicating to our members, for which we have already arranged a CHM and CAP specific 
SUAW which both had 30 attendees.  
  
Our program runs five days a week at different times of day to ensure equity of access, particularly for candidates 
who are employed, have kids, or have other commitments. Each session has on average 25 attendees, and we run 
the program 50 weeks in the year, which amounts to 6,250 attendees of our program (though many participants 
attend multiple sessions).   

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

In qualitative feedback in the 2019 PARSA survey, many SUAW participants requested further expansions of the 
program into college-specific sessions and to increase the number of facilitated sessions.   
  
As a result, PARSA is seeking to build the ‘Shut Up and Write Network’ in 2020 to give more students access to the 
service in Colleges and meet the needs of our diverse cohort. We are also seeking to bring back the SUAW Coffee 
Sessions. With the funding provided we have been unable keep up with demand, and we want to ensure equitable 
access for HDR students.  
  
PARSA is also seeking to expand our facilitated sessions to dedicated SUAW Weekends, which would run at critical 
points during the year to increase HDR wellbeing, academic outcomes, and social connection. We will run 4 
weekends a year which will involve consecutive full-day SUAW sessions which are fully catered, with embedded 
training and support from wellbeing and academic services. Often students are unable to attend SUAW due to the 
timing, so providing 4 weekends during the year which they can book in advance will make the program more 
accessible to a wider community of students.  
  
In 2020 we will continue to provide appropriate training to volunteer facilitators to ensure the quality of the 
program and the wellbeing of participants.  

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Base SUAW (includes 3 fully catered sessions + 2 coffee/cake sessions) 

Meal catering ($11 per person x 25 people x 3 catered sessions x 50 weeks)  
Coffee/cake catering ($3.50 per person x 25 people x 2 coffee/cake sessions 
x 50 weeks) 
Coordinator (14 hrs x $50.40p/h inc. super x 50 weeks) 
Snacks ($80 x 50 weeks) 
Training Costs (20 people) 

MHFA – Dave Segal  
First Aid - St John’s  
PARSA Facilitation 
MATE Bystander Awareness 
Disclosure 
ALLY LGBTQIA+ Awareness 

 
$41,250 
$8,750 

 
$35,280 
$4,000 

 
$3,850 
$3,600 
In kind 
In kind 
In kind 
$800 

Total: $97,530 
Facilitator Reintroduction 

Facilitators x 3 (6 hrs x $36p/h inc. super x 3 x 50 weeks) 
 

$32,400 
 

SUAW Cafe Sessions  
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Unfacilitated cafe sessions ($3.50 x 10 people x 3 sessions p/w x 50 weeks) $5,250 
 

SUAW Weekends x 4 
Catering ($11 per person x 30 people x 3 meals x 2 days x 4 weekends) 
Coordinator (14 hrs x $50.40p/h inc. super x 4 weekends) 
Facilitator (14 hrs * $36p/h inc. super x 4 weekends) 
ASLC Session 
Wellbeing Session 
ANU Counselling Session 
Mindfulness Session (Canberra Mindfulness Centre) x 4 

 
$7,920 
$2,822 
$2,016 
In kind 
In kind 
In kind 
$7,400 

Total: $20,158 
TOTAL: $155,338 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Careers & Networking 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: ANU Careers 
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

Postgraduate students at the ANU consistently state that they would like to see the ANU and PARSA undertake 
more work to support them in engaging with local industry, career networking opportunities, and assisting in 
transition to work post-study. They would like to see these opportunities delivered in various ways, including 
through smaller targeted events focusing on networking with specific industries as well as larger events for a 
broader illustration of post study employment opportunities. Finally, there is a strong desire to have a stronger 
emphasis on international student employment opportunities.  
 
Industry leaders and business organisations in Canberra often seek to partner with us on our  networking events as 
our networking nights provide companies the opportunity to engage with students, create awareness of their firm, 
build a relationship with ANU's postgraduate talent, and demonstrate the firm's commitment to supporting fresh 
talent.  
 
PARSA highly values and supports the academic, personal and career development of postgraduate students and In 
2019, we successfully held a ‘Postgraduate Industry Networking Night’, collaborated with ANU Careers to develop 
and promote ‘International in Focus’, and we collaborated to develop a long-term strategy for a Postgraduate 
Careers Fair at the ANU.  
 
In 2019 PARSA was allocated $3,000 for industry networking activities. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

The Postgraduate Industry Engagement Night was a networking evening for current postgraduate students and 
recent alumni to engage with representatives from the industry and business sectors such as Accounting, 
Consulting, Law, Business and Management, and Banking. This event gave students the opportunity to meet face-
to-face with industry professionals and potential employers and learn about the best employment opportunities 
available in their relevant fields of study as well as form meaningful connections that will aid in their career 
development. This event was attended by over 200 students with a diverse mix of domestic and international 
students, and was particularly well attended by the Indian and Chinese student community.  
  
In 2019, the PARSA International Officer worked closely with ANU Careers and businesses to develop a concept of 
a Postgraduate Careers Fair at the ANU. The purpose of this event was to ensure that postgraduate students, who 
often perceive careers events as undergraduate focused, would feel that they would be welcome to attend and 
that their education would be appropriately targeted. Through the process of development it was determined that 
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in order to hold this event to the quality that we want we would need to have a much longer planning time and 
deploy the experiences we have gained already.   
  
Also in 2019 PARSA worked with ANU Careers to support the International in Focus event by providing volunteer 
support and arranging a barbecue on the day. We hope to continue this collaboration with ANU Careers by using 
our unique skills in mobilising the community and engaging with the community to support this event and other 
events organised by them.  
  
The ANU has a commitment to Building a Culture of Collegiality and Engagement – Across and Beyond ANU. Under 
key initiatives 4.1, 4.2, and 4.5, our careers and networking activities in 2019 assisted us in supporting and 
promoting collegiality within the university. It offered opportunities for post-study employment and supported 
our postgraduate student body in gaining insight and industry tips.  
  
In addition to this, PARSA’s key strategic objective under the Support theme 0.1 is to work with ANU to enhance 
student employability and provide opportunities for students to gain understanding and skills that will support 
their careers.   
  
Ngage Networking Night 

 
 
2020 Project Outcomes 

In 2020, we plan to expand our careers and networking events by building on the lessons we have learned, the 
partnerships, connections and processes we have developed, and the collaborations we have undertaken.  
 
For our Postgraduate Industry Networking Night we intend to develop this into an event held four times per year, 
expanding the extent of the industry partners to reflect a broader range of disciplines and fields, and to create 
bespoke and tailored events based on student needs - career nights, talks, presentations. 
 
We intend to further our collaborations with ANU Careers to promote these events to the postgraduate 
community and ensure that they are appropriately valuable for a postgraduate audience.  
 
Finally, we will develop a Postgraduate Careers Fair in collaboration with ANU Careers targeting 400-500 students 
in a major precinct in ANU which can showcase employment opportunities specifically for postgraduate students 
and for a diverse range of disciplines. 

https://www.anu.edu.au/files/review/ANU%20Corporate%20Plan%202019.pdf
https://www.anu.edu.au/files/review/ANU%20Corporate%20Plan%202019.pdf
https://parsa.anu.edu.au/pageassets/aboutparsa/strategicplan/PARSA_Strategic-Plan-2018_04.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2605029002886759
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2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Postgraduate Industry Networking Night  

Venue hire (Marie-Reay) + Cleaning fee  
Catering  
A/V 
Logistics 
 
Sponsors ($500 x 4) 

 
 

 
$1200 
$4236 
$300 
$200 

 
Less ($2000)  

Total per event 
$3936  

Total x 4 events 
$15,744 

Careers Collaboration $1,500 
Postgraduate Careers Fair 

Venue hire 
Catering 
A/V 
Materials 
Stall hire 
Logistics 
 
Sponsors ($400 x 8) 
 

 
$1,600 
$4,650 
$1,300 
$2,000 
$3,500 
$500 

 
Less ($3,200) 

Total 
$10,350 

TOTAL: $27,594 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Orientation Activities 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: ANU Careers 
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

O-Week and Welcome Week are the biggest weeks in the PARSA social calendar. They are the first impression that 
most students have of the ANU, and are a chance for students to make friends and learn about how to live in 
Canberra. 
 
O-Week & Welcome Week events and activities see some photos here 
Students who arrive in Canberra do not always have opportunities to get to know Canberra and the services 
accessible to them unless facilitated by an organisation such as PARSA. In 2019, PARSA hosted outings, social 
events and activities during O-Week & Welcome Week to give students opportunities to meet peers in similar 
situations, and information on how to access PARSA’s provisions such as accommodation grants and legal services. 
 
PARSA Big Day see some photos here 
PARSA’s two Big Days are the largest family-friendly events hosted on campus, and in recent years have gone from 
strength to strength. With a community ranging from those in their early 20s to those in their 60s and beyond, the 
events have something for everyone, from face-painting and rides, to live music and food. PARSA Big Day is held 
twice a year at the beginning of each semester. 
 
2019 SSAF Allocation: 
O-Week and Welcome Week Events $40,000 
PARSA Big Day $18,000 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019, PARSA ran our biggest O-Week and Welcome Weeks ever, with around 4000 students engaged in total, 
and with a range of 40 exciting and informative events. 
 
In 2019, the two PARSA Big Days dwarfed events held in previous years, with numbers from 2018 doubled to a 
total of approximately 800-1,000 people each time, demonstrating the enduring popularity of these events. 
Consistent with our aims, both Big Days attracted a high proportion of parents and children, and the events 
successfully provided activities which catered to their unique interests. The 2019 PARSA survey indicates that 
approximately 15% of our student community participate in our Big Days. In 2019, we received $1,100 of 
sponsorship for second semester Big Day. 
 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2552600821462911&ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2604993992890260&ref=page_internal
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According to the PARSA Survey, approximately 43% of our student population has attended PARSA O-Week and 
Welcome Week events, by far the most popular event set in the survey. It’s also a fantastic opportunity to bring 
new students into the PARSA fold by recruiting volunteers out of new and continuing student communities. 
Students who volunteer with PARSA speak about the important social aspect of contributing to PARSA events, 
allowing them to get to know students of all different backgrounds and experiences, while facilitating the 
enjoyment of others. 
 

 
Fig. 1: 2019 PARSA Survey responses about attendance at PARSA events, n=1830 
 
These projects address two of PARSA’s key strategic themes, which are Support, and Community building, and the 
University’s strategic objectives: 4. Building a Culture of Collegiality and Engagement and 5. Creating an Unrivalled 
Campus Environment. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

In 2020, the funding requested will be used to continue to provide affordable opportunities for postgraduate 
students to get to know each other, get to know PARSA, and settle into their new lives in Canberra. We want to 
continue to attract high-quality performers, as well as hiring students to give them a platform for their talents. We 
want to explore new and innovative activities, and collaborate with new local businesses and stakeholders to 
meet the orientation, social and community building needs of our postgraduate student community.  
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Fig 2: Student engagement with ANU and PARSA by 2019 PARSA survey respondent identities, n=834 
 
In 2020 we would also like to host Big Day events that attract upwards of 1,000 attendees each time, enhancing 
the accessibility of the event for student-parents, students with disabilities, students who are carers, and Queer 
students. This is an opportunity to share and celebrate the diversity of our community, and help support the ANU 
goals of student retention and achievement by building community. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
O Week and Welcome Week Events (Semester 1) 

Commencement Ice Cream (1500 pieces) 
Meet & Greet Dinner 
Coffee, Cake and Conversation 
Silent Disco 
PARSA Karaoke 
Postgraduate Welcome Evening 

Catering 
Superfloor hire 
Jazz band 
Audio and lighting 
Staging 
DJ 
Token for guest 

Market Day van hire 
Friday Festival 

University House Catering 
Entertainment 
Production 

 
$1,443.61 
$1,540.00 
$450.00 

$3,245.00 
$1,700.00 

 
$8,491.00 
$300.00 
$600.00 

$1,200.00 
$500.00 
$300.00 
$100.00 
$210.00 

 
$6,500.00 
$4,600.00 
$ 1,200.00 

Big Day (Semester 1) 
ANU Clubs and Societies Catering (10 clubs @$400 each) 
Gecko Gang (Jumping castle, Children’s entertainers) 

 
$4,000.00 
$2,300.98 
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Circus Warehouse (Children’s circus workshop) 
Production (Audio, Visual, Staging) 
Entertainment (Bands x 4) 
Reptile Inc. (Mobile reptile display) 
Van Hire 
First Aid Officer 
Cutlery, Napkin, Plates 

$1,170.00 
$1,200.00 
$2,500.00 
$450.00 
$210.00 
$384.00 
$300.00 

O Week and Welcome Week Events (Semester 2) 
Speed Friending 

Catering 
Virtual Reality Installation (1 week) 
Flash mob dance  
Bonfire 

Catering 
Free Hot Chocolate 
Acoustic Band 
Audio Visual 
Cutlery, Napkin, Plates 
Firewood, kindling etc 
First Aid 
Comedian/Storyteller 

Meet & Greet Catering 
Coffee, Cake and Conversation 
Lake Walk ($500) 
Postgraduate Welcome Evening 

Catering 
Superfloor hire 
Jazz band 
Audio & lighting 
Staging 
DJ 
Token for guests 

Market Day van hire 
PARSA Karaoke 

 
 

$510.00 
$1,280.00 
$399.00 

 
$406.45 

$1,100.00 
$600.00 

$1,000.00 
$150.00 
$300.00 
$384.00 
$600.00 

$1,350.00 
$450.00 
$500.00 

 
$7,491.00 
$300.00 
$600.00 

$1,200.00 
$500.00 
$300.00 
$100.00 
$163.00 
$810.00 

TOTAL: $65,388.04 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: International and Cultural Events 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Indian Students’ Association 
Name: Indonesian Students’ Association 
Name: ANU African Student’s Association 
Name: ANU Filipino Association - ANUFA 

 
Project Overview 

International students make up over half of postgraduate and research students at ANU (53%) and form an 
integral part of the overall student community at the university. PARSA has emphasised on engaging international 
students with an objective to enhance the experience of international students allowing an exchange & 
celebration of culture, facilitating understanding over diversity and encouraging social cohesion. Throughout the 
academic year, various International and Cultural events are hosted by PARSA including Global Cafés, Multicultural 
Festival, Cultural festival celebrations, and the International Student Welcome. We also collaborate with cultural 
clubs and societies on campus, as well as other key ANU stakeholders to ensure greater community participation.  
 
These activities address PARSA’s Community Building strategic theme by developing and coordinating events to 
instil a sense of community among the students. They also address ANU’s strategic objectives of Building a Culture 
of Collegiality and Engagement and Creating an Unrivalled Campus Environment. We are contributing to 
regenerating the former Union Court as the heart of University life. 
 
2019 SSAF Allocation: 
Global Café - $10,000 
Multicultural festival - $7,000 
Cultural Festival Celebrations - $6,000 
International Student Welcome - $12,000 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

The International and Cultural Events have grown in popularity considerably over the past few years. In 2019, the 
numbers increased once again, with events attracting upwards of 300-900 students each time.  
 
Global Café Series: The Global Café Series has built on PARSA’s strengths engaging with International students, 
the consistency and inclusivity in hosting these series was recognised by winning the Best International Student 
event of the Year, awarded by the Council of International Students Australia (CISA), in 2019. 
 
Multicultural Festival: The 2019 Multicultural Festival is currently in the planning stage, this year PARSA will be 
collaborating with ANU Learning Communities to host a bigger Multicultural Festival as this event is shaping up to 
be an incredibly popular event, which engages a wide range of stakeholders from across the university. In 2018, 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
https://www.facebook.com/ANUFilipinoAssociation/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2325305500859112
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2050108765045455
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2050108765045455
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2102089093180755
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2050108765045455
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the Multicultural Festival drew an audience of 700 students and we are expecting an attendance of 1,500 students 
through a collaboration with ANU Learning Communities this year.  
 
Cultural Festival Celebrations: To ensure that PARSA members from diverse cultures feel at home and included, 
PARSA organises events to celebrate cultural and religious festivals such as Diwali, Ramadan (Iftar), Chinese Lunar 
New Year and Christmas Lunch at Toad Hall. In 2019, we ran some incredibly successful cultural events. Most 
notably, we ran the celebration of Diwali, which had an attendance of over 200 students, and the Chinese Lunar 
New Year with an attendance of 300 students, which involved cultural decoration, performances and catering. 
 
International Student Welcome: At the International Student Welcome, PARSA International Students have the 
opportunity to interact with other students new to Australia and new to Canberra. It provides them with a great 
big welcome to Australia and seeks to break down the barriers to interacting with others. In 2019, the 
International Student Welcome events attracted more than 300 students. We collaborated with the International 
Students Department to present this event at Kambri. PARSA also hosted a Chinese Student Welcome event, 
which drew an audience of over 300 students. 
 

 
Fig. 1: Student engagement with ANU and PARSA by 2019 PARSA survey respondent identities, n=813 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

The 2019 the PARSA student population survey identified various challenges affecting the postgraduate student, 
the main challenges reported by students were stress which affects 53.8% of our membership, work/life balance 
which affects 50.1%, and social isolation, which affects 25.1%. In support for these concerns, we would like to 
continue to support students by consistently organising and growing this suite of International and Cultural events 
in 2020. 
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Fig. 2: Challenges affecting postgraduate students from the 2019 PARSA Survey, n=1765 
 
Global Café Series: In 2019 we wish to run five Global Cafés with five different country themes to ensure that 
international students feel welcomed and supported by PARSA, and have an opportunity to share their culture 
with the entire ANU postgraduate community.  
 
Multicultural Festival: We intend to use the requested funding to expand this Festival and reach out to external 
cultural organisations for greater impact, particularly to ensure inclusion of minority populations at the ANU. 
 
Cultural Festival Celebrations: We want to ensure that students feel at home in Canberra by hosting many of the 
large cultural festival celebrations around the world including Diwali, Eid, Chinese Lunar New Year and Christmas 
Lunch. 
 
International Student Welcome: We intend to run this event as presented previously and attract the same 
amount of students in 2020. We want to show international students that the ANU is a student-friendly and 
welcoming community, and that we want to engage in a two-way cultural exchange. 
 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Global Café 

Africa 
Venue/Clean up - $300 
Catering - $1,000 
Audio Visual - $500 
Entertainment - $700 

China 
Venue/Clean up - $300 
Catering - $1,000 
Audio Visual - $500 
Entertainment - $700 

 
$2,500.00 

 
 
 
 

$2,500.00 
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India 
Venue/Clean up - $300 
Catering - $1,000 
Audio Visual - $500 
Entertainment - $700 

South East Asia 
Venue/Clean up - $300 
Catering - $1,000 
Audio Visual - $500 
Entertainment - $700 

Latin America 
Venue/Clean up - $300 
Catering - $1,000 
Audio Visual - $400 
Entertainment - $500 

$2,500.00 
 
 
 
 

$2,500.00 
 
 
 
 

$2,100.00 

Multicultural Festival 
ANU Clubs and Societies Catering 
Cutlery, napkins, plates 
Entertainment 
Audio, Visual, Lighting & Staging 

 
$3,000.00 
$350.00 

$3,730.00 
$1,300.00 

Cultural Festival Celebrations 
Iftar 
Chinese Lunar New Year  
Diwali  
Christmas Lunch at Toad Hall 

 
$1,000.00 
$2,000.00 
$2,000.00 
$3,000.00 

International Student Welcome 
Catering Kambri 
Soft Drinks tab 
Décor 
Audio, Visual, Lighting & Staging 
Entertainment 

 
$7,500.00 
$1,028.00 
$300.00 

$1,300.00 
$2,500.00 

TOTAL: $41,108 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Community Building Activities 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

PARSA plays a key role in building community, and providing opportunity for postgraduates to participate in social 
and cultural activities. The 2019 PARSA survey identified that students report a high level of stress (53.8%) and 
social isolation (25.1%) as issues affecting them. We tackle this through providing stable and recurring event that 
students can rely on, and look forward to, to ease this burden.  
 
Our regular trips to the Snowy Mountains, Blue Mountains, and the beach are always a sell-out, allowing 
international students in particular to explore iconic Australian landscapes. The Summer Program is a key point of 
contact for the students who remain in Canberra over the summer break, particularly for HDR students and 
student-parents. The PARSA Ball is one of our biggest social events of the calendar, giving students an opportunity 
to dress up and socialise. Unwinds and Monthly Meet-Ups are about providing regular points of connection for 
postgraduate students, and opportunities to consult with postgraduate students about points of concern. The 
Mount Stromlo stargazing events are also incredibly popular, and provide a point of connection with students 
studying at the other Canberra campus, and On-Res events allow for connection between students living in 
different residences across campus. Our End of Semester Celebrations provide an opportunity for graduating 
students to celebrate with their friends, and for all at PARSA to reflect on the semester that was.  
 
2019 Allocations:  
Trips: $20,500 
Summer Program: $3,000 
Unwind: $10,500 
Monthly Meet-Up: $5,000  
PARSA Ball: $10,000 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019, the numbers grew even further, and each trip has sold out; 116 students attended the trip to Broulee 
Beach and the Snowy Mountains, with a waiting list of an average of 40 students. Per student feedback, the 
Sydney trip will be replaced with the Blue Mountains trip, which is being planned for later in the year. 
 
PARSA organised a dedicated Summer Program series with trips, outings, and events for students remaining in 
Canberra over the Summer. The Summer Program events attracted an overall turnout of 300 members for events 
such as Kids Movies, Visit to Questacon, a trip to Big Splash Water Park, trip to Powerkart Raceway and a trip to 
the National Arboretum. 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2484736771582650&ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=989110487811960
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2295790937143902&ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2199710030085327&ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2027966353926363&ref=page_internal
https://www.facebook.com/pg/PARSAANU/photos/?tab=album&album_id=2460002470722747&ref=page_internal
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The Postgraduate Ball was a sold-out event, as it has been in previous years, and was widely regarded as a success 
by all who attended. It was organised at a reduced cost due to a smaller SSAF contribution, and PARSA aimed to 
keep ticket costs affordable. In 2019 we also changed the ticketing structure to ensure that we were no longer 
subsidising alcohol. 
 
An estimate of 150 students attended Unwind events every fortnight. It is one of the most popular PARSA events. 
This year, we have collaborated on some Unwinds with NECTAR to grow the audience. PARSA continued to build 
on these successes through focusing on organising regularly scheduled events, including the Monthly Meet-Ups. 
 
The Mount Stromlo Observatory events continued to sell-out quickly, with students begging for extra tickets. Our 
relationship with the students studying on that campus has also improved. 
 
Our valuable On-Residence events continued in 2019, and we are once again planning a Christmas event at Toad 
Hall to ensure that students who are still on campus over Christmas have a sense of family, a nice meal, and a 
place to go to combat homesickness and loneliness. 
 
In 2019, our end of semester celebrations attracted a huge crowd of students and our important stakeholders to 
celebrate the semester that was.  
 

 
Fig. 1: 2019 PARSA Survey responses about attendance at PARSA events, n=1830 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

The 2019 the PARSA student population survey identified various challenges affecting the postgraduate student, 
the main challenges reported by students were stress which affects 53.8% of our membership, work/life balance 
which affects 50.1%, and social isolation, which affects 25.1%. To address these concerns, we would like to 
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continue to support the students by consistently organising and growing this suite of Community Building events 
in 2020. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Challenges affecting postgraduate students from the 2019 PARSA Survey, n=1765 
 
We would like to run 4 trips, the PARSA Ball, a variety of family-friendly events for the Summer Program, Monthly 
Meet-Ups, and Unwinds to provide regular connection for students, two On-Residence events, and two visits to 
the Mount Stromlo Observatory Campus (Stargazing Spectacular). 
 
These projects address two of PARSA’s key strategic themes, which are Support, and Community building and the 
University’s strategic objective 4: building a culture of collegiality and engagement. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Snowy Mountains 

Murrays Coach, Snow Charter, Seat Only (58 Seats x 1) 
Murrays Coach, Snow Charter, Ski Lesson, Lift pass, Skitube (58 Seats x 1) 
Murrays Coach, Snow Charter, Snowboard Lesson, Lift pass, Skitube (58 
Seats x 1) 

 
$3,480.00 
$9,720.00 
$9,720.00 

 
Beach Trip 

Murrays Coach hire (58 seats x 2) 
Surf Lessons + Lunch ($65 per person)  

 
$2,900.00 
$7,540.00 

Blue Mountains (Trip 1) 
Murrays Coach (58 Seats x 2) 
Scenic World Entry Tickets 

 
$3,400.00 
$2,897.10 

Blue Mountains (Trip 1) 
Murrays Coach (58 Seats x 2) 
Scenic World Entry Tickets 

 
$3,400.00 
$2,897.10 

Mt Stromlo trip (2 Events) 
Murrays Coach (58 Seats x 1) 
Catering 

 
$1,400.00 
$2,192.00 
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Unwinds (24 events) 
Catering x 24 events 

 
$14,400.00 

On Residence Event 1 
Catering University House 
Band 
Audio Visual 

On Residence Event 2 
Catering University House 
Band 
Audio Visual 

 
$4,599.00 
$600.00 
$500.00 

 
$4,599.00 
$600.00 
$500.00 

End of Semester and End of Year Celebrations 
End of Semester Celebration 

Catering University House 
Band 
Audio Visual 

End of Year Celebration 
Catering University House 
Band 
Audio Visual 

 
 

$3,548.50 
$600.00 
$500.00 

 
$4,631.00 
$600.00 
$500.00 

Summer Program 
Cinema hire + Catering 
Questacon Tickets and Murrays Coach (58 seats) 
Big Splash Entry and Murrays Coach (58 seats) 
Arboretum Catering, Bonsai Tour and Murrays Coach (58 seats) 
Go Kart/Ice Skating/Jungle Golf and Murrays Coach (58 seats) 

 
$1,496.00 
$1,615.00 
$2,225.00 
$1,738.00 
$2,339.00 

PARSA Ball 
Manning Clark Venue Hire and Staffing 
Black & White Catering 
Entertainment – Bands x 2 + DJ  
Décor 
Communications 
Audio Visual 
Photo booth 

 
$2,240.00 

$28,731.55 
$2,900.00 
$1,000.00 
$836.00 

$1,000.00 
$1,199.00 

Monthly Meet-ups (12 events) 
Outdoor Activities Tickets 
Catering 
Transport 

 
$9,000.00 
$5,400.00 
$6,300.00 

Monthly Movie (12 events) 
Cinema Hire & Catering 

 
$13,200.00 

Total costs: $153,743.25 
Projected ticket sales/cost recovery: $55,600.00 

TOTAL: $111,328.25 
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Project  

AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Affiliated Association Activities 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Council of Australian Postgraduate Association Incorporated (CAPA) 
Name: Council of International Student Australia (CISA) 
Name: National Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Postgraduate Association (NATSIPA) 

 
Project Overview 

Each year, PARSA engages with national level student representative bodies to strengthen its connection with the 
overall student population in Australia and similar minded student bodies. For this purpose, PARSA has affiliated 
with national peak bodies like Council of Australian Postgraduate Association Incorporated (CAPA) & Council of 
International Student Australia (CISA). 
 
CAPA is the peak body representing the interests of Australia’s 320,000+ postgraduate students. Founded in 1979, 
CAPA is a membership based non-profit organisation and its member organisations include postgraduate 
associations of 33 universities across Australia, and the National Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Postgraduate 
Association (NATSIPA). As the national voice on postgraduate issues, CAPA communicates the interests and 
perspectives of postgraduate students to the Federal Government, Federal Opposition and minor parties, and 
higher education peak bodies. 
 
The Council of International Student Australia (CISA) is the national peak student representative organisation for 
international students studying at the postgraduate, undergraduate, private college, TAFE, ELICOS and foundation 
level. CISA represent the interest of international students across the country and has worked on concerns like 
quality education, travel concessions, immigration, accommodation, employment rights and equitable right to 
education.  
 
In 2019, PARSA was allocated $16,000 for the CAPA fee, $2,000 for the CISA fee, and $10,000 for conference 
attendance.  

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

Over the past twelve months (2018-2019), PARSA sent a team of delegates to CAPA and CISA annual conferences. 
At each, PARSA successfully assisted ANU postgraduate students to get elected onto the executive of both 
councils. We worked closely with both organisations on issues of importance to our student communities. 
However we were unable to cover all of the costs of travel within the budget we were allocated.  
 
Through working with CAPA and CISA, it made it possible to share knowledge regarding the Student Partnership 
Agreement (SPA) with other student organisations around Australia, advising them on the benefits of having one, 
and on the best way forward with on creating and establishing such an agreement. 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
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Maintaining and establishing an effective working relationship with these organisations has continued to open 
doors to a lot of knowledge sharing. An example of the outcome of some of this sharing of knowledge is one 
program in particular – Shut Up & Write – which won an award at the CAPA Annual Council Meeting in December 
2018, and has gone on to inspire other universities to run similar programs. PARSA also won an award for Best 
International Student Event of the Year at the last annual CISA conference. 
PARSA is recognised by both CAPA and CISA has being one of the leading student bodies in Australia, and affiliates 
of each regularly seek council from key members at PARSA on topics around advocacy, engagement and student 
support. 
PARSA’s Strategic Plan (2018-2021) has helped inspire CAPA to design its own strategic plan, which is currently in 
progress and in which PARSA is assisting through having a member on the working group. Also, the 2018-2019 
PARSA president (Zyl Hovenga-Wauchope) had a very large role in rewriting CAPA’s constitution, having had 
experience assisting to rewrite PARSA’s own constitution. 
This in turn fell in line with ANU’s own Strategic Plan (2019-2022), in delivering on our unique responsibilities to 
national institutions and national policy makers. 
 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

In 2020, we would like to cover the full costs of sending students to each of the conferences held by CAPA and 
CISA to enable the ANU and the ANU postgraduate community to be better represented at a national level. This 
would also support postgraduate students to be exposed to a vast and diverse pool of ideas and experiences, and 
would form a key part of their development as future nation leaders. 
We’d also like to continue our strong relationship with both CISA and CAPA in the sharing of ideas with other 
student bodies, as being such a prominent postgraduate student organisation is set to continue into 2020. This 
would again address the ANU’s unique national responsibilities as set out in its strategic plan, as aforementioned 
in 2019 Project Outcomes. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
CAPA Membership fee $16,797 
CISA Fee $2,000 
Conference Attendance for 12 people (2 CAPA + 1 CISA conference) 

Travel - $6,000 
Accommodation - $3,000 
Registration fees - $3,000 
Catering - $1,000 

$13,000 

TOTAL: $31,797 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Capacity Building & Student Engagement 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

The PARSA Representative Handover Intensive was run in 2018 and again in 2019 to provide an opportunity for 
brand new PARSA representatives to get to know the PARSA processes, staff team, finances, procedures and 
history, to get to know each other, and to plan for the year ahead. At the end of 2018 we undertook a review of 
our entire handover process, highlighting the key weaknesses, strengths and areas for improvement. One of the 
key strengths highlighted in 2018 was the Representative Handover Intensive, with representatives touting how 
useful it was while identifying areas for improvement. 
 
In 2017, we sought out software to support committee attendance for PARSA representatives, and have been 
using Apptoto at a cost of US$350 per year to remind PARSA representatives about upcoming committees. We 
have seen a huge increase in committee attendance and greater accountability in the team since using this 
software. 
 
PARSA regularly runs consultation with our membership to ensure that we know how to best represent their 
interests. We do this through a bi-annual PARSA Survey, as well as regular issues-based surveys to guide more 
specific work that we do. Investing in this survey with financial incentives significantly increases response rates 
and ensures that we gain opinions from a broader range of members. 
 
Providing professional development opportunities for elected student representatives is invaluable, ensuring that 
they are constantly growing and learning, and can be better advocates for the postgraduate student community. 
 
In 2019, PARSA was allocated $5,000 for training, $7,000 for the representative handover intensive, and $2,000 
for consultation. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019, the representative handover intensive was provided for new representatives, with 100% of students who 
gave feedback indicating that they had an overall positive experience, and that they learnt most of the things that 
they wanted to learn about PARSA. The PARSA representative handover intensive is a key objective in the PARSA 
Strategic Plan under Advocacy objective 4 – Support PARSA student representatives to be effective advocates. 
This is related not only to the success measure of having a PARSA representative handover intensive, but is a key 
part of a strong handover for incoming student representatives. 
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Another one of PARSA’s key strategic objectives under the Advocacy theme is to have at least 70% attendance 
rate for committees on which we sit. We believe that we have achieved this in 2019, particular with the 
committee reminder software, Apptoto. This software sends calendar invitees an email and/or a text message to 
remind them of their responsibilities. We are now seeing this attendance bear fruit in the relationships that we 
have with key stakeholders around the ANU. 
 
Further to this, PARSA’s first and second Advocacy strategic objectives speak to the importance of student 
participation in surveys and consultation. In the PARSA strategic plan we committed to a 10% increase in survey 
respondents, and in 2019 achieved a 50% increase in respondents to our bi-annual large PARSA survey to a total 
of almost 1,900 responses. We have also conducted a survey on the issue of workplace rights. 
 
In 2019 we sent representatives along to ALLY training, training on handling disclosures, Mental Health First Aid 
Training, Federal Election Campaigning Training around engaging decision-makers. PARSA representatives also 
attended the Progress 2019 Conference in Melbourne, a conference where the representatives were able to 
network, learn advocacy skills, and prepare for collaboration with not-for-profit groups in the future. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

The representative handover intensive in 2019 was a roaring success. In 2020 we would like to repeat almost the 
same process at the same venue. In 2019, Our planned $7,000 for representative handover intensive costs in 2019 
ended up being a total of $10,000 when including venue, food and transport, so we are bidding for the full 
amount for 2020 to maintain the quality, accessibility, and best achieve our strategic objectives. 
 
Committee software investment will allow us to maintain our regular committee attendance, and effectively 
represent postgraduate students. We do not plan to make any changes to this process. We plan to run regular 
consultation with our student communities, including focus groups and issues-based surveys. We will continue to 
increase our participation rates, and incentivise responses, as we know that this is incredibly effective. We will 
also continue to provide exciting and innovative professional development opportunities to postgraduate student 
representatives, including management training, mental health first aid, ALLY training and cultural awareness 
training. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
PARSA Representative Handover Intensive $10,000 
Student Consultation $5,000 
Committees Software (Apptoto) $550 
Representative Training $5,000 

TOTAL: $20,550 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: International Student, ATSI, and Parents and Carers Support and Advocacy Activities 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Kevin Tarigan, PARSA Equity Officer 
Name: ANU Family-Friendly Committee 
Name: InSA (ANU Indian Students’ Association) 
Name: UnionsACT 

 
Project Overview 

According to student statistics and the PARSA survey, 13% of the postgraduate student community are parents or 
carers, 1% of the postgraduate student community identify as Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander and 53% of 
postgraduate students are international students. According to the PARSA Survey, which had almost 1,900 
respondents, female and non-binary and Queer students are more likely to say that the advocacy work that PARSA 
does is worthwhile, and are more likely to say that they feel represented by the work of PARSA. 
 
Additionally, they are less likely to say that they feel like they are supported by the ANU and less likely to say they 
feel like they belong at the ANU. Women and non-binary students are also more likely to say that they find PARSA 
activities inclusive and enjoyable, and that they belong in the PARSA community.  
 
 It is therefore incredibly important to provide equity-based community-building activities and advocacy to enable 
greater inclusion in the PARSA and ANU communities.  
 

mailto:parsa.president@anu.edu.au
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Fig. 1: Breakdown of 2019 PARSA survey respondent identities, n=1830 
 
In 2019, PARSA was provided with $16,000 for ATSI Activities, $10,000 for Parents and Carers Activities and 
$10,000 for International Student Activities. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Student engagement with ANU and PARSA by 2019 PARSA survey respondent identities, n=1830 
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2019 Project Outcomes 

ATSI: In 2019, PARSA worked steadily in the ATSI space as we took a delegation to the 2019 Invasion Day rally, 
contributed to NAIDOC Week, bought tickets to the NAIDOC Ball and celebrated ATSI Children’s Day with a special 
PARSA Playdate. At the end of 2018 we received an award from CAPA for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Engagement Initiative of the Year for hosting the 2018 NATSIPA conference. We worked significantly with the 
ANUSA Indigenous Officer and Indigenous Department in these areas. As we have a newly elected ATSI Officer, we 
will plan to organise indigenous Boomerang Workshop, Botanical Gardens Walk and regular ATSI postgraduate 
catchups in the remainder of 2019.  
 
Parents & Carer: Work in the parents and carers space was also consistent. We celebrated Mother’s Day with a 
morning tea and photography exhibition, continued to advocate for parental leave for HDR students, participated 
in the Childcare Liaison Committee and co-chaired the ANU Family-Friendly Committee. We are also committed to 
ensuring that the majority of our events and activities are accessible for families.  
 
International student advocacy was a very exciting space in 2019, with PARSA’s advocacy initiatives on academic 
integrity, facilitating relationship between Chinese and Hong Kong student groups during tensed situation, 
collaborating with cultural student groups for events and launching Workers’ Rights Campaign.  
 
The Workers’ Rights Campaign aims to support all students but seeks to tackle an issue that disproportionately 
affects international students. This campaign has involved collaboration with unions, student groups, and rolling 
out an educational giant board game during O-Week. 
 
In 2019, we also initiated additional advocacy work for low income domestic students around income support and 
Centrelink. We produced resources and met with federal politicians and political candidates and are working with 
stakeholders such as CAPA, Graduate Students’ Association (University of Melbourne), and Young to commission 
some research in this space. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

In 2020 we wish to scale up our work in the Equity support & advocacy space through active consultation with our 
student community as well as understanding their needs in education institutional context. This would involve 
continuation of the successful activities mentioned as well as inclusion of new ones in possible collaborations with 
the ANU Indigenous Department, Tjabal Centre, International Student’s department, CAPA, NATSIPA, ANUSA, 
Canberra Students for Fair Work, ANU Carers collective, ANU Family friendly committee etc. 
 
We would be continuing our ATSI catch-ups, celebrating NAIDOC and Reconciliation Weeks, and hosting further 
opportunities for international students to engage with the local Aboriginal history and knowledge.  
 
In the international student space, we would like to work on education workshops about workers’ rights in cultural 
communities, residences and clubs and societies, and continue our advocacy and education workshops around 
academic integrity.  
 
For parents and carers, we’d like to run a 2020 survey similar to our 2017 and 2018 parent’s surveys. The scope 
2020 survey will widen to include carers, and we will reach out to the ANU Carers Collective and the NTEU to guide 
our work.  
 
We would also like to run events which are collaborations between the equity portfolios, such as panels of diverse 
voices, and events which acknowledge the intersecting nature of identities. In order to facilitate these activities, as 
well as provide the opportunity for major events and campaigns, we are bidding for an additional $50,000 pool. 
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As a democratic organisation, our incoming teams need to be able to plan, strategize, consult, and be flexible 
enough to respond to the needs of their unique and diverse communities. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Parents and Carers Support Activities $10,000 
ATSI Support Activities $10,000 
International Students Support Activities $10,000 
Equity Portfolio Support & Advocacy activities $50,000 

TOTAL: $80,000 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: PARSA Playdate 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Andrea Butler, ANU Family-Friendly Committee Co-Chair 
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

In 2017 and 2018 PARSA surveyed postgraduate student parents about their experiences at the ANU. These 
students rated support for student-parents as notably inadequate, with 36% rating support as poor or very poor, 
and a further 37% rating support as average. The 2017 and 2018 PARSA Parents Surveys found that students who 
are parents feel that there are a lot of barriers to achieving their full potential at the ANU.  
 
As a result of this feedback, PARSA commenced the PARSA Playdate in 2018, bringing student-parents together on 
a monthly basis to encourage social connection, provide subsidised opportunities to access child-friendly activities 
around Canberra, and give an opportunity for student-parents to engage with PARSA and share their feedback 
with us. Students have embraced these events, coming along regularly to get to know different parts of Canberra 
such as Questacon, the Arboretum, the Dinosaur Museum, and Cockington Green. 
 
In 2019 PARSA was allocated $16,000 for parent support activities, the majority of which was dedicated to the 
PARSA Playdates. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

According to the 2019 PARSA Survey, 2% of the PARSA population attends PARSA playdates. These people who 
attend the playdates on average self-report feeling significantly more supported by the ANU, more supported by 
PARSA, and are more likely to feel like they belong at the ANU, to feel like they belong in the PARSA community, 
feel like they are represented by the work of PARSA, feel like the advocacy work that PARSA does is worthwhile, 
feel like the events that PARSA provides are inclusive and enjoyable, and recommend getting involved in PARSA, 
compared to the general postgraduate student population. 
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Fig. 2: Student engagement with ANU and PARSA by 2019 PARSA survey overall vs. PARSA Playdate Attendees, 
n=59  
 
To date in 2019 we have run six playdates with an average attendance of 51 people. They are incredibly popular 
and are a fantastic accompaniment to the family-friendly events we run during the Summer Program and our Big 
Days. We have provided students with an Indigenous Painting Workshop for ATSI Children’s Day, visited the 
National Museum, the National Dinosaur Museum, Quizzic Alley (for a potions-making class) and Cockington 
Green Gardens and have hosted the Playdate in the Brian Kenyon Student Space with esteemed children’s 
entertainer, Pirate Pete. The playdates are also popular among ANU academic staffs, further showcasing the 
popularity of the program within the ANU broader community. ANU Academic staffs and their families attend the 
playdate on unsubsidised tickets, however they greatly benefit from PARSA’s technical assistance in arranging 
these events. 
 
This is part of PARSA’s strategic theme of Community Building, particularly speaking to the second objective: 
create opportunities for marginalised or otherwise under-represented students to participate in the community. 
Similarly, it seeks to achieve the ANU 2019 Corporate Plan key initiative 3.2 to “create and modify our practice, 
policies and culture so that admission, retention and success for students and staff is based on ability and 
endeavour, whatever their backgrounds or identities”. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

In 2020, we seek to run at least ten PARSA Playdates (one in each month of the year, excluding December and 
January during our Summer Program). We would like to increase our accessibility for carers and people with 
disabilities and chronic illnesses, as well as increasing the size of the events to engage more parents. We’d like to 
revisit events most popular with our community (Pirate Pete, the National Dinosaur Museum and Questacon) as 
well as finding new fun and exciting activities for parents and their children in order to foster community, 
inclusion and accessibility. 
 
As some students have requested in the PARSA survey, we will also seek opportunities for playdates for parents of 
younger children to ensure that they are also included and involved. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
PARSA Playdates $14,370 
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National Zoo trip 
Tickets  - $650 
Murrays Coach - $550 

Kids Care- Cooking Class 
Workshop tickets  - $1,200 

Quizzic Alley Potion Making Workshop 
Tickets - $450 
Murrays Coach - $550 

Kids Movie 
Tickets - $650 
Catering combo - $750 

Questacon trip 
Tickets - $650 
Murrays Coach - $550 

Cockington Green 
Tickets - $650 
Murrays Coach - $550 

Pirate Pete 
Pirate Pete fees - $500 
Catering - $300 

Gecko Gang Mother’s Day craft workshop 
Gecko Gang Kids Activities - $550 
Catering - $300 

PlayUp @ MOAD 
Murrays Coach - $550 
Catering - $600  

Arboretum trip 
Murrays Coach - $550 
Catering - $600  

National Museum K Space 
Murrays Coach - $550 
Catering - $600  

Powerkart Raceway 
Ice skating/Jungle Golf - $630 
Murrays Coach - $650 

TOTAL: $14,370 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Womens, Queer and Disabilities Support and Advocacy Activities 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Kevin Tarigan, PARSA Equity Officer 
Name: YWCA Canberra 
Name: Women with Disabilities ACT 

 
Project Overview 

According to student statistics and the PARSA survey, 53% of postgraduate students identify as women, 10% 
identify as Queer, and approximately 5% have a disability. According to the PARSA Survey, which had almost 1,900 
respondents, female and non-binary and Queer students are more likely to say that the advocacy work that PARSA 
does is worthwhile, and are more likely to say that they feel represented by the work of PARSA. Additionally they 
are less likely to say that they feel like they are supported by the ANU and less likely to say they feel like they 
belong at the ANU. Women and non-binary students are also more likely to say that they find PARSA activities 
inclusive and enjoyable, and that they belong in the PARSA community. Students with disabilities do not feel 
included in the ANU or PARSA communities. It is therefore incredibly important to provide community-building 
activities and advocacy for female and non-binary students, Queer students and students with disabilities, and 
enable greater inclusion in the PARSA and ANU communities.  
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Fig. 1: Breakdown of 2019 PARSA survey respondent identities, n=1830 
 
In 2019, PARSA was provided with $13,000 for Womens Activities, $10,000 for Queer Activities and $10,000 for 
Disabilities Activities. 
 

 
Fig. 2: Student engagement with ANU and PARSA by 2019 PARSA survey respondent identities, n=1830 
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2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019, PARSA worked comprehensively in the disabilities space, taking on a campaign particularly important for 
students with disabilities, a campaign to save the number 3 bus route. We also ensured that there was an 
inclusivity angle to our accommodation campaign, our most popular advocacy campaign (with 53% penetration), 
targeting a key issue for postgraduate students with disabilities, the lack of genuinely accessible on-campus 
accommodation. We also established the Disabilities Advisory Committee, to ensure meaningful consultation and 
support for the community. We’ve worked with the Disabilities Students’ Association, the ACT Legislative 
Assembly, Transport Canberra and ANU Careers 
 
PARSA continued its great work for Queer postgraduate students, targeting the two key issues of community 
building, and awareness of Queer students and issues at the ANU. We continued work with our Queer Advisory 
Committee, continued holding regular monthly Queer Catch-Ups (now a fixture in the PARSA calendar), 
contributed to the Queer* Ball, hosted a workshop on sexual and gender diversity, and sent students to the Better 
Together conference and have purchased tickets to the Canberra Together LGBTI Community Symposium. We’ve 
collaborated with the ANU Queer* Department, A Gender Agenda, ANU Ally and the Equality Project. 
 
As a democratic organisation, our incoming teams need to be able to plan, strategise, consult, and be flexible 
enough to respond to the needs of their unique and diverse communities. 
 
As in 2018, PARSA worked comprehensively for students who identify as women or non-binary. We worked to 
commemorate the release of the AHRC report into SASH, including purchasing a large quantity of black flags. We 
have also run self-care events for female and non-binary identifying students, commemorated International 
Womens’ Day, and have purchased tickets for postgraduate students for many of the SheLeads In Conversation 
events, as well as the SheLeads Conference. We are also seeking out collaboration with Share the Dignity to 
provide free sanitary products for postgraduate students. We have collaborated with the Womens’ Department, 
the YWCA, Share the Dignity, ANUSA, the Respectful Relationships Unit and the Interhall Committee. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

We want to continue to work comprehensively for students with disabilities, Queer students, and female and non-
binary students. We want to run more events for all communities, have targeted communications, more 
workshops, provide conference opportunities for students from marginalise communities, establish a Womens’ 
Advisory Committee, and celebrate key dates in these portfolios such as International Day of People with 
Disability, International Day Against Homophobia, Biphobia, Intersexism and Transphobia and International 
Womens’ Day. We want to ensure that we are speaking up on issues that are affecting these communities, and 
making the ANU a more inclusive, supportive and respectful place to study.  
 
From our survey, there are significant areas of improvement for PARSA and the ANU for students with disabilities, 
and we particularly want to invest in disability sports activities, developing inclusive policies, and investigating 
careers support and internships for students with disabilities (and particularly looking at the intersection of this 
identity with others, such as the employment and internship difficulties for international students with 
disabilities). We are looking to collaborate particularly with ANU Sport, Women with Disabilities ACT, and ANU 
Careers to achieve better outcomes. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Womens Support and Advocacy Activities $10,000 
Queer Support and Advocacy Activities $10,000 
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Disabilities Support and Advocacy Activities $10,000 
TOTAL: $30,000 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Environmental Activities 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Suchir Patil, PARSA Environment Officer 
Name: ANU Climate Change Institute 
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

Environmental issues are a huge concern of our community, especially those who are from countries and areas of 
the world that are already seeing the significant impacts of pollution, waste and climate change. This portfolio is a 
key area for PARSA, acknowledging that many of our students are incredibly passionate about environmental 
justice and social change. We are committed to building community in this area, improving our internal and 
external processes to have less of an impact on the planet, and engaging strategically with areas of 
change.  Possible environmental projects for 2020 include:   
  
World Environment Day Event: For World Environment Day 2020, PARSA would like to hold a large-scale event in 
which a prominent environmentalist presents a talk about their experiences and knowledge. The event will be 
filmed and open to the broader community.   
  
Sustainability Cafes: Once a month throughout 2018, PARSA arranged for an expert speaker to present about a 
topic related to the environment and/or sustainability. It was an opportunity for postgraduate students to 
socialise, build networks and expand their knowledge around sustainability and environmental issues. These could 
be re-introduced in 2020.   
  
Clean-up day and plastic-free zone campaign: PARSA has previously held clean-up events in order to raise 
awareness of pollution on a local level and encourage Postgraduate students to become more environmentally 
aware and active intends to hold a clean-up day either at ANU or its surrounding areas (e.g. Lake Burley Griffin). In 
a similar vein, we could also run a campaign to reduce plastic use in the university, particularly in 
the Kambri area.   
  
In 2019, PARSA was allocated $10,000 for environmental projects.  

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019, PARSA worked on a number of projects in the environmental space. We have been consulting and 
working with the ANU Environment Collective to plan and collaborate on issues of mutual concern. We supported 
the Student Strike for Climate and the Climate Walkout event. In addition to this, we sent students from our 
community to the Progress 2019 conference, a conference which had a significant focus on organising and 
supporting action on environmental issues.   
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Ahead of the election in 2019, PARSA organised the Kambri candidates’ climate forum. We hosted a forum with 
five candidates for the seats of Canberra and Fenner who were standing in the federal election. This was the 
environmental candidates' event best patronised by candidates in the ACT, and it was the only community 
environmental forum which was attended by both successful candidates for the Canberra and Fenner seats. The 
event was well attended, with over 80 attendees. The event allowed members of the postgraduate and broader 
ANU community to engage with environmental issues and the 2019 election. PARSA has also collaborated with 
learning communities on their environmental events, such as the Great Green Debate. As there is still time before 
the end of the year, we are excited to be able to work to implement other creative initiatives and hold events with 
strong community support.  
  
These events are in alignment with PARSA’s strategic objective 2.3 (Advocate for systemic change on student 
priority issues, including social and academic issues), and is consistent with ANU’s commitment to “better 
outcomes for our community, the environment, our nation and the world”, as stated in the university’s strategic 
plan.  

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

In 2020, we aim to increase our collaboration with different community and ANU stakeholders such as the Food 
Co-Op, ANUSA and Learning Communities in our work in relation to the environment. PARSA would like to 
increase its engagement with postgraduate students about environmental issues and encourage them to become 
more environmentally aware and active both on and off-campus.   
  
We are also aiming to collaborate across PARSA portfolios to create effective events and advocacy activities. For 
example, as part of Sustainability Café, or as a separate event, we could focus on the impact of natural disasters 
and climate change on people with disabilities. We are also aiming to decrease the amount of plastic used on 
campus, and actively encourage effective waste management on an individual and collective level.   
  
In addition to the strategic objectives and values mentioned above, these goals align with the ANU strategic plan 
initiatives 5.2 and 5.3 within ‘Creating an Unrivalled Campus Environment’ by supporting the ANU to reduce 
carbon emissions intensity and enhancing the beauty of our natural environment. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Postgraduate Environmental Activities & Initiatives $10,000 

TOTAL: $10,000 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Administration 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

The office setup and activities performed at PARSA requires administrative support to ensure an overall smooth 
operation which consequently leads to effective contribution to student community at ANU.  
 
In 2019, PARSA was allocated $155,200 for payment of the administrative costs associated with running the 
operations of PARSA. The allocation was for the following costs: 
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2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019, the senior management team at PARSA have worked tirelessly with the ANU and other key stakeholders 
to reduce some of the larger costs associated with the operations of PARSA. These include the cost for utilities and 
cleaning. Therefore, the bid for 2020 is lower than in previous years.   
 
We also made a conscious and determined decision to evaluate our paper usage and reduce the amount of 
printed materials for our internal and external communications. We focussed on disseminating important 
information via our online and digital platforms, resulting in reduced associated printing costs.  This decision was 
made as the organisation continues to take steps in reducing not only its carbon footprint but also energy waste.   

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

Allocation of the proposed budget will assist PARSA in an effective and smooth operation. In 2020, the 
management team will continue to find approaches and will endeavour to put methods in place to reduce the 
administrative costs of running the organisation. With the team now settled in their new offices in Marie Reay, we 
also forecast reduced purchases of new office equipment and tech.  We will adopt a conscious cost-effective 
approach towards reusing and recycling materials and utilities.  

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Telephone $500 
Bank Fees $1,500 
Workers Compensation Insurance $15,000 
Cleaning and Electricity $15,000 
Marketing and Publications $14,000 
Office Equipment $8,000 
Audit $10,000 
Office Expenses $15,000 
Event Equipment $1,000 
Legal Contingency Fund $10,000 
Professional Development for Staff $25,000 
Professional Memberships $5,000 
Parking $8,000 
Printing $1,500 

TOTAL: $129,500 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Staffing 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Staffing Overview 

PARSA employs a staff team to assist the Postgraduate Representative Committee (PRC) and the Board to fulfil 
their responsibilities to the members. The staff are accountable to the President through the Operations Manager, 
and perform front-facing student support, organisational administration, and provide professional advice and 
support to representatives to promote their effectiveness. 
 
All staffing positions serve to promote the PARSA strategic themes of Support, Advocacy, Community Building, or 
Transparency and Sustainability, and the objectives under those themes. Further, our Strategic Plan is designed to 
assist in the accomplishment of the ANU Strategic Plan in Building on a Culture of Academic Excellence, Delivering 
on our Unique National Responsibilities, Achieving Equity – Within ANU and in Society, Building a Culture of 
Collegiality and Engagement – Across and Beyond ANU, and Creating an Unrivalled Campus Environment 
 
Student Assistance Team – Support, Advocacy 
The Student Assistance Team (SAT) works tirelessly to provide confidential advice and referrals for students, 
including legal advice from the PARSA Lawyer. These staff members play a vital role in delivering PARSA’s two key 
strategic themes of support and advocacy. In 2019, SAT have supported over 1500 students with varying needs 
and situations. In addition to providing advice and referrals, SAT provides access and distribution of grants to 
postgraduate students. Details about the type of grants, amounts and uptake is provided in the SAT Grant Bid. 
PARSA is also a Community Legal Centre providing free legal advice to vulnerable members of our community.  
 
PARSA also employs a staff member to facilitate community engagement, student consultation, committee 
organisation/preparation, and awareness campaigns to assist students in a systemic, advocacy focused manner.  
 
Events and Communications – Support, Community Building 
PARSA organises and hosts an average of two events each week during the academic calendar. These events 
connect postgraduate students from across the University and within the broader community, resulting in 
improved student well-being and social connection. These events and activities are detailed in our bids for 
Community Building, International and Cultural Events, and O-Week.  
 
To ensure students have an awareness of the fantastic events and programs PARSA provides throughout the year, 
as well as the support services we provide, we have a dedicated communications team who work at disseminating 
important information about PARSA and the ANU via our various digital communication platforms, and through 
several stakeholder channels. PARSA is committed to providing accessible information about the work we do to 
our large international postgraduate student population. For this, our communications team creates and provides 
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information on our services in multiple languages, which include English and simplified Chinese, to help us to 
engage with and reach the widest audience possible. 
 
Administration and Finance – Transparency and Sustainability 
Lastly, the operations and administrative team work to support the overall function of the association, particularly 
in relation to general administration, sound financial management, and compliance with reporting. As a registered 
charity association PARSA has significant reporting obligations, and given the high volume of activities and our 
responsibilities it is essential that our finances are recorded appropriately. Finally, to ensure the smooth 
functioning of the Association and to assist with handover between elected terms it is essential that we have 
appropriately experienced HR and management personnel. 

 
Below provides a detailed overview of the PARSA team 

Operations Manager:  The Operations Manager manages the internal operations of PARSA, including 
management of staff, to ensure a high level of professional service delivery to postgraduate students of the 
Australian National University.  
 
Student Assistance Team Coordinator:  The PARSA Student Assistance Team Coordinator provides ANU 
Postgraduate students with a holistic support framework including case management for complex matters. They 
oversee the Student Assistance Team who implement the various PARSA Student Assistance Programs. 
 
Lawyer:  The PARSA Lawyer’s primary duties are to provide dedicated advice and guidance to the association, and 
to deliver free and confidential legal advice to postgraduate students at ANU through our Community Legal 
Centre. 
 
Student Assistance Advisor: The Student Assistance Advisor works as a member of the Student Assistance Team 
to deliver a holistic casework framework; providing information, support and relevant referral on academic, 
financial, accommodation, family support and other issues to ANU Postgraduate students.  
 
Advocacy and Engagement Coordinator: The Advocacy and Engagement Coordinator works to ensure that 
Student Representatives are supported to be as effective as possible in their roles, through training of 
representatives, expertise on awareness campaigns, and regular student consultation to better understand the 
needs of postgraduate students. 
 
Finance Administrator:  The Finance Administrator is responsible for the effective operational financial 
management of the Association, ensuring compliance and accuracy in PARSA’s financial reporting.    
 
Administrative Assistant: The Administrative Assistant provides general administrative support and assistance, 
contributing to efficient day-to-day operations within PARSA.   
 
Director of Marketing and Communications: The Director of Marketing and Communications provides leadership 
and focus to the communications and marketing functions of PARSA. The role also supports PARSA’s efforts to 
diversify the organisation’s revenue stream through relationship building and sponsorships. 
 
Events and Volunteer Director: The Events and Volunteer Director organises the logistics and management of 
events at PARSA according to student direction, to ensure high quality and well-attended events for the 
postgraduate community 
 
Communications Assistant:  The Communications Assistant works to meaningfully engage with members and 
ensure information is effectively provided to members. They additionally provide translation support of PARSA 
communications to support with the engagement of the Chinese community. 
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2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Staffing salaries $765,000 
Superannuation $130,000 
2% Increase as per ANU Enterprise Agreement Professional staff schedule  $15,300 

TOTAL: $910,300 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Stipend and Honoraria 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name:  
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

The Stipend system operates by rewarding the Officers in return to their contribution towards the association 
through significant work & time devotion. It supplements their financial needs allowing them to contribute 
sincerely to the organisation along with their studies and without needing to spend extra time engaged in paid 
employment. The Stipend and Honoraria Regulation includes provision for the Office bearers of the Association to 
receive a Stipend commensurate with the hours they are expected to contribute to the Association. 
 
The Honoraria system is intended to recognise the variation in the Officers’ ability to contribute time and effort to 
their portfolios, thus rewarding those people who wish to rise above the expectations placed upon them for their 
role. All members of the PRC are eligible to nominate for Honoraria, including the College Officers and excluding 
the Executive (President, Vice President, Education and Equity Officer).  
 
The 2017 Universities Australia Student Finances Survey found that nearly 12% of postgraduate coursework 
students, and over 9% of higher degree by research students regularly go without food or necessities. The Stipend 
and Honoraria system ensures that students are fairly compensated for their contributions to the association and 
the ANU community, and ensures that students can afford the time and expense of making PARSA more effective. 
 
In 2019 PARSA was allocated $150,000 for this project. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

In 2019 PARSA officers were allocated stipends according to the PARSA Stipend and Honoraria regulation. In 
addition to this, we allocated honoraria to officers who went above and beyond the work that they were 
allocated. We spent honoraria on initiatives like photography, Postgraduate Magazine, running Shut Up and Write 
and the management of the Distance Education Student Engagement Project. The officers were provided with 
remuneration according to the regulation.  
 
In addition to the compensation element, this project encourages students to participate with student 
representative bodies on campus, work on various project in professional capacity and build skills relevant to 
building career later. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 
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In 2020, this will be continued to ensure that officers are appropriately remunerated for their contributions to the 
association and its members through community engagement with the members, supporting them with guidance 
and services, organising events for celebrating equity & diversity and other activities. 
 
Student representation work is difficult, draining, and exhausting, it is incredibly important to ensure that 
postgraduate students representing our community are appropriately remunerated for the difficult work that they 
do. It also ensures that representative work is not only performed by those who have external sources of income, 
increasing accessibility for marginalised and low-income students. This works towards the ANU strategic theme of 
achieving equity within ANU and in society, as well as promoting our ability to achieve the Association’s Strategic 
Plan. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Stipend and Honoraria pool $150,000 

TOTAL: $150,000 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Membership Solutions Limited 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Lachlan Day, President, ANU Students’ Association 
Name:  
Name:  

 
Project Overview 

Based in the UK, the Membership Solutions Limited (MSL) system helps student organisations provide more 
engaging and effective services for their members at every point of the student journey. They provide websites, 
systems to manage clubs and societies funding, group resources, messaging, ecommerce, events and ticketing, 
and infrastructure for elections. Since 2017, MSL has provided these services to both ANUSA and PARSA.  
 
Having an effective modular platform for communicating with our student members and administering key 
programs and projects is critical for both of our organisations. With MSL, we are able to manage student data, run 
surveys, send out newsletters and bulletins, sell merchandise, advertise events, administer elections, administer 
clubs and societies funding, and have a home for all the information we have to share with our membership. Using 
a single platform to manage our relationship with our membership allows us to take advantage of the student 
data that is passed on by ANU, and to effectively meet our members’ informational and practical needs. 
 
Other customer relationship managers (CRMs) are designed for businesses and not-for-profit organisations, but 
MSL is specifically designed for student organisations, therefore meeting our unique needs for elections, and 
student clubs and societies.  
 
In 2017 we were allocated $46,856 for a 3-year contract for the aforementioned services. 

 
2019 Project Outcomes 

The 2019 PARSA Survey indicated that 34% of respondents access information about PARSA on the PARSA 
website, and 59% access information through the PARSA newsletter and other websites. Per the 2019 ANUSA 
Survey preliminary results on the 17th of September 2019, 17% of respondents access information about ANUSA 
on the ANUSA website, and 29% access information through the ANUSA newsletter. PARSA emails also have an 
average open rate of 36.8% and ANUSA emails have an average open rate of approximately 28%. According to 
Mailchimp, the average industry email open rate is 21.8%, meaning that both PARSA & ANUSA are exceeding 
industry standards and have built strong and trusting relationships with our members, relationships which are 
facilitated by the MSL system.  
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Fig. 1: How PARSA members access information about PARSA, from the 2019 PARSA Survey, n=1765 
 

 
Fig. 2: How ANUSA members access information about ANUSA, from the 2019 ANUSA Survey, n=741 
 
Member engagement with our organisations has progressively increased over the time that we have been 
working with MSL. Through MSL we have run surveys, elections, set up an online shop, set up identity-based 
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emailing lists, administered funding to student clubs and societies, shared important information with our 
membership, advertised events, facilitated campaigns and advocacy work, and promoted key financial support 
initiatives and services. As organisations, we are only as effective as our communications, and we are unable to 
achieve our key strategic objectives unless our membership is aware of what we provide.  
 
Using MSL helps PARSA and ANUSA work towards the ANU strategic goal of building a culture of collegiality and 
engagement – across and beyond ANU, as well as regenerating Union Court as the heart of University life in its 
new iteration of Kambri, through providing outstanding student services. 

 
2020 Project Outcomes 

As per our contract with MSL, we are required to give at least 12 months of written notice to terminate our legal 
relationship. As we have not given this notice, we are legally obligated to pay them for at least one more year. We 
wish to continue this relationship for another three years, and enable our core business at both PARSA and 
ANUSA.  
 
We will be seeking to improve the system in line with our organisational goals and values. We will be requesting 
more intuitive processes, and more user-friendly interfaces. As this is the best program available that meets our 
unique student-focussed needs, and provides infrastructure for elections as well as for clubs and societies funding, 
we will engage in an ongoing infrastructural improvement process. 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
3-year contract extension for MSL = $57,000 split between ANUSA & PARSA $28,500 
3-year contract extension for clubs funding system = $10,000 (bid for by ANUSA) $0 

TOTAL: $28,500 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Student Assistance Support Programs 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Master of University House: Professor Peter Kanowski 
Name: Dean of Student: A/Prof Miriam Gani  
Name: Deputy Dean of Students: Dr. Peter Hendriks 
Name: Research, Skills and Training: Victoria Firth-Smith and Inger Mewburn 

 
Project Statement, Proposed Outcomes and Benefits 

The evaluation of service efficacy and maintenance of accurate student records help PARSA to address students’ 
needs to the highest standard.  
 
The following tools are essential to support this requirement: 
 
Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E) Project: 
2020: A one-year project to ascertain the efficacy of the service provided by Student Assistance to the 
postgraduate community. 
Contact students who have utilised the services/grants with student assistance, every three months to ascertain if 
any longer-term changes have been implemented to continue to support their health, wellbeing and positive 
study outcomes. In the project, the monitoring includes financial situation review, emotional and academic health 
and referral pathways etc. 
 
Student Database:  
PARSA Student Assistance provides a confidential advice service to postgraduate students. In line with the service 
provision and in accordance with the Privacy Policy, PARSA Student Assistance collects, uses and stores students’ 
information. Given the nature of our services, this information is sensitive as it may relate to student’s health, 
financial situation and academic performance. The Redicase database ensures students’ sensitive information is 
protected and stored securely. It also had the following additional functionalities:  

1. Accurate record of students accessing the service which will include all referral pathways and 
correspondence  

2. Calendar events to highlight follow up procedures 
3. Complete case inputs to fully reflect outcomes of the services 

 
Strategic Fit 

The M&E Project will address PARSA’s key strategic themes under the student support pillar.  
 
ANU Strategic Theme 

1. This project addresses ANU Strategic Theme in boosting the retention of students, as it proactively 
encourages the connection of at-risk students whilst helping to address their needs. 
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PARSA Strategic Themes 
1. In accordance with Objective 1, Student Support, PARSA commits to reviewing our grants and student 

support services on an annual basis. The M&E Project will assist in obtaining regular feedback from 
students that have accessed the service and help determine the service’s efficacy.  

2. Objective 5, Student Support, aims to promote the health and wellbeing of students. By supporting 
ongoing care with the students, PARSA will act as a trusted service that addresses the immediate needs of 
students and offers the opportunity for students to feel well supported throughout their journey at ANU.  

3. The Student Database contributes to Objective 5, Student Support, of the PARSA Strategic Plan. To 
promote student’s health and wellbeing, PARSA has to ensure that any information collected in relation to 
these concerns is held in confidence and securely. To facilitate this, Redicase has implemented a database 
for our service, to ensure that our service is trusted, confidential and professional. 

 
SSAF categories addressed 

F. Promoting the health or welfare of students: Supporting the student’s connection to the ANU community and 
more closely following their journey will ensure the student remains connected to the appropriate support 
services in both the community and ANU 
  
S. Helping meet the specific needs of overseas students relating to welfare, accommodation and employment: 
the support offered to the international students in the community is limited and maintaining contact will offer 
the student a sense of community support, access to services that they may otherwise lack whilst also modelling 
stronger relationships within the ANU. 

 
Risks 

RISK RATING RESPONSE TYPE 
Confidentiality: breaches of confidentiality and 
privacy policy guidelines 

Low Ensure written consent from students for 
inclusion in the project 
Documentation: Storage of all sensitive 
material in a ‘locked’ data system 
Ensure all parties are aware of their roles and 
responsibilities (contracts and agreements) 

Escalation of issue Low Trained professional staff to continue to 
monitor response as part of the questions 
relating to their concern and offering 
appropriate referral pathways. 

Communication Low Obtain clear consent and work with a pre-
agreed script of questions to ensure 
continuity 

Ethics Low Review project in line with appropriate ethical 
paradigms  

 
Timescale 

PLANNED START DATE: 06.01.2020 PLANNED END DATE: 07.01.2021 
 
Milestones 

MILESTONE START DATE END DATE 
Development of self-efficacy questionnaire 06.01.2020  
Contact with students every quarter 06.01.2020 07.01.2021 
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Collation of information 07.01.2021 07.02.2021 
Recommendation of changes to program as based upon 
information received 

07.02.2019 07.03.2021 

Report  07.04.2021 
 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Development of forms and questionnaire  $1,000 
Collation of information $750 
Evaluation of data $750 
Database annual fee $5,775 

TOTAL: $8,275 
 
Attachments/Supporting Materials 

Database Proposal 
Redicase is a web based client case management software that aims at improving service capacity, efficiency, 
client results and reporting outcomes. Below is an overview of the Database Proposal received from Redicase: 
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Measuring efficacy 
Measuring efficacy is important to determine whether an intervention produces the expected results and to 
ascertain whether the current approach is the best method employed to support postgraduate students at the 
ANU. 
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PARSA aims to develop a 12 month project, using a standardized Efficacy Questionnaire, to reconnect with a 
student who has accessed a service or grant in the preceding 12 months. The contact will offer an opportunity to 
review and collate results from the previous contact to measure any changes and culminate in a report to 
ascertain the effectiveness of the services and referrals offered. This project will offer a measure to review 
services and receive feedback to improve the programs using targeted measures. 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Psychoeducational groups for students and parents 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Master of University House: Professor Peter Kanowski 
Name: Dean of Students, A/Prof Miriam Gani  
Name: Deputy Dean of Students, Dr. Peter Hendriks 
Name: Deputy Manager, Candidature and Examinations Graduate Research Office (Family Friendly 

Committee) endorsing Circle of Security group: Andrea Butler 
Name: Head of Counseling at ANU Counseling: Andrew Staniforth endorsing Circle of Security 

group 
 
Project Statement, Proposed Outcomes and Benefits 

The PARSA survey (2019) and PARSA Student Assistance quarterly reports revealed mental stress (and other 
mental health related disorders) as one of the major factors affecting postgraduate students as they balance their 
academic commitments, family and financial pressures.  
 

 
Fig. 1: Challenges affecting postgraduate students by percentage, n=1765 
 
Therefore, we aim to provide adequate support to our student community by introduction of psychoeducational 
group sessions (specific type of group therapy that focuses on educating clients about their disorders and ways of 
coping) reflecting the needs of our postgraduate student and parent cohort of the ANU.  
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1. Circle of Security: This is a research based 8-week group supporting families using attachment theory. 
Student parents of young children with behavioural concerns e.g. due to lifestyle changes (relocated to 
another country/culture norms), would benefit from this group. Additionally, the families are supported 
to developing their communication and relationships 

2. Seasons for Growth: The 10-week group focus is working with people who have experienced change/grief 
and loss in their lives. This group’s aim is to support the student develop tools and strategies to settle into 
life in Canberra and is empowering the student to manage their own wellbeing whilst adding value to 
their academic progress. NB: The program offers a specialised ATSI program 

3. Mental Health First Aid: This 2-day training program’s focus is a strong reminder that our mental health is 
an important part of our overall health check-up. The program educates the participants in practical 
strategies and tools to offer ‘first aid’ to a person who is developing a mental health problem, 
experiencing a worsening of a mental health problem, or in a mental health crisis.  

 
PARSA’s Student Assistance staff have the expertise and experience to facilitate the Circle of Security, Seasons for 
Growth and Mental Health First Aid Training. Alongside, PARSA is working to build a stronger collaboration with 
ANU Counselling and are negotiating their support to co-facilitate the groups.  

 
Strategic Fit 

ANU Strategic Themes: 
1. Ensuring high retention rates of students: International students and student parents face additional 

challenges, which we aim to address with these programs. By working positively with these challenges and 
building capacity and community networks, both international students and student parents are more 
likely to remain enrolled at ANU.  

 
PARSA Strategic Themes:  

1. Student Support and Community Building activities.  
The survey identified that student parents are experiencing high levels of parenting stress that are 
impacting on their physical health, mental health and ability to engage with their studies.  
Objective 2 of the PARSA’s strategic support theme, aims to empower students to navigate academic 
process and overcome disputes by identifying areas of concerns and mitigating these issues. 
By providing training associated to decreasing parenting stress, PARSA is enhancing student parent’s 
experience at University and mitigating the negative impact it can have on their studies. 

2. It also aligns with the recommendation that PARSA put forward after the PARSA Postgraduate Parents 
survey 2019 concluded, which highlights the need for further development of community support 
programs for this cohort. 

 
SSAF categories addressed 

D. Caring for the children of students: All three groups will have an immediate impact upon the family 
relationships and mental health as they build empathy, understanding and offer the participants tools in which to 
provide a greater understanding of the challenges families are facing when relocating or working with reduced 
capacity due to study commitments 
 
F. Promoting the health or welfare of students: managing and supporting work/life balance thereby increasing 
capacity to succeed. 
 
S. Helping meet specific needs of overseas students relating to welfare, accommodation and employment: 
recognising the unique challenges faced by our international families as they relocate to another country where 
they have increased financial and academic demands with reduced community supports.  
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Risks 
RISK RATING RESPONSE TYPE 

Managing strong emotions Medium Two facilitators to ensure one facilitator may 
support the individual whilst the other 
supports the group: appropriate staff training 
and referral 

Group dynamics Low Screening for participants 
Triggering factors Medium Two facilitators to ensure one facilitator may 

support the individual whilst the other 
supports the group: appropriate staff training 
and referral 

Environment Low Use ANU facilities 
Dietary requirements Low Ensure dietary requirements are known as 

part of the confirmation process 
Safe space Low There are many spaces available on campus 

to support these groups. 
 
Timescale 

PLANNED START DATE: 04.03.2020 PLANNED END DATE: 01.12.2020 
 
Milestones 

MILESTONE START DATE END DATE 
Circle of security  04.03.2020 06.05.2020 
Seasons for Growth: 1st session Adult program and/or ATSI 
program 
2nd session of 5 weeks with a 2 week break for examination 
schedule 

10.05.2020 
 

22.06.2020 

1.06.2020 
 

20.07.2020 

Mental Health First Aid: 2 day program x 4 sessions February 
May 

August 
October 

 

Circle of security/Season for growth; second semester 2020 x 2 
groups 

TBA  TBA 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Circle of Security: Facilitator Training (Training $1400, Accommodation 300, Travel 
cost/Allowance $320) 

$2,020 

Seasons for Growth: Facilitator Training x 2 (Training $1300, Accommodation $600, 
Travel costs/Allowance $640)  

$2,540 

Mental Health First Aid (trained facilitator on staff) no training required (4 groups 
throughout the year) 

$0 

Mental health first aid group delivery 2 x days (9-4:30) x 16 people – hire room, 
catering and materials, costing based on 4 groups 

$2,600 

Seasons for Growth group delivery: 10 weeks (6 participants)  - room hire, catering 
and materials, costing based on 2 groups 

$1,500 
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Circle of Security delivery: 10 week (10 people) – room hire, catering and materials, 
costing based on 2 groups 

$600 

Design: flyers and merchandise  $1,500 
TOTAL: $10,760 

 
Attachments/Supporting Materials 

Business model: 
• Training and development of staff 
• Sourcing equipment: booklets, software programs etc. 
• Advertising programs: Colleges, Social media, Dean of Students, ANU counselling, flyers, posters, DSL, GRO 

etc. 
• Develop an expression of interest form 
• Screening applicants to ensure a safe and cohesive group ( screening questions to ensure continuity)  
• Logistics: Book room, Catering, Roster facilitators, send text/email reminders including all details for the 

group (location, time, date etc.)  
• Develop Feedback forms: to be completed in first and final week of group 
• Review forms 
• Record in annual report 

 
See the full Parent survey report here: https://parsa.anu.edu.au/pageassets/advocacy/report/Parents-Survey-
Report(2).pdf  
 
Mental health affects our postgraduate students as they balance their academic commitments, family and 
financial pressures. For instance, the PARSA Survey 2019 highlighted that stress is one of the main factors 
(challenges) affecting postgraduate students. 
  

 
Fig. 1: Challenges affecting postgraduate students by percentage, n=1765 
 
In line with the previous statistic, students have identified stress to be the main challenge affecting them as a 
student. 
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: Student Leadership Conference 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: ANU Wellbeing, Engagement & Success 
Name: ANUSA 
Name:  

 
Project Statement, Proposed Outcomes and Benefits 

The Australian National University has a unique responsibility to contribute to issues of national importance. The 
environment at ANU is one in which students are, and should be, exposed to new, relevant and progressive ideas 
with global significance. PARSA aims to provide an opportunity for students to be exposed to such ideas by 
holding a one-day student leadership forum in which established and emerging student leaders from the ANU and 
Australia contribute their insights and ideas through talks, panel discussions and interactive workshops. Possible 
topics that could be focused on include climate issues, student advocacy, student organisation, engagement with 
university leadership and government, all of which are highly relevant to current and aspiring student leaders.  
 
This platform will provide our students an opportunity to supplement their disciplinary (academic) knowledge 
with practical knowledge about student leadership and effective interactions with organisations and university 
administration. The forum will impart this knowledge through sessions and interactive workshops that are led by 
people experienced in different aspects of student leadership (student associations, grassroots activism, 
volunteering).  The initial planning phase would consist of the selection of themes and speakers. This would be 
followed by forum organisation, which would aim to suit all major cohorts represented by PARSA (international, 
domestic, HDR and coursework). We would also seek active collaborations with the Engagement and Success 
team and ANUSA, as well as other external parties including the national student representative bodies of CAPA 
and the NUS.  
 
This platform will offer an opportunity for students to engage with student leadership in different areas, and 
hopefully motivate more students to become engaged in student leadership at ANU and across Australia. Students 
will be able to further develop their knowledge outside their degree in a way that is still directly related to their 
position as students. A successful conference like this, combined with well devised marketing and advertisement 
strategy, has the potential to become a significance annual event for the Australia National University and help us 
to achieve our national responsibilities. 

 
Strategic Fit 

A student leadership conference of this stature would attempt at achieving ANU’s strategic objectives of: 
• Building on a Culture of Academic Excellence by inviting and encouraging academic experts to speak and 

discuss on specific topics using their research and innovation practices;  
• Delivering on our Unique National Responsibilities by highlighting and promoting the issues related to 

national policies and policymakers, national institutions, Indigenous Australia and overall humanity 
residing within and beyond Asia Pacific;   
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• Achieving Equity – Within ANU and in Society by organising specific activities around advancement of 
equity and intersectionality within cohorts; and  

• Building a Culture of Collegiality and Engagement by addressing multiple disciplines and engaging 
industry specific personalities into the forum.  

 
This conference would also be aligned with PARSA’s strategic themes of support (1) and community building (3).  
PARSA representatives would ensure that this conference provides opportunities to our members for enhancing 
leadership skills, learning more about policy and making social change in the Australian and international context, 
and engaging with like-minded individuals internal and external to the ANU community. 

 
SSAF categories addressed 

The leadership conference project will address the following SSAF categories 
A. Providing food or drink to students: food, drinks and other relevant services will be provided to students 
during breaks in conference 
H. Helping students obtain employment or advice on careers: through networking with leaders  
K: Supporting debating by students: through panel discussions and interactive workshops on social change 
making 
O. Helping students develop skills for study, by means other than undertaking courses of study in which they 
are enrolled: dissemination of knowledge through sessions, panel discussions and workshops 

 
Risks 

RISK RATING RESPONSE TYPE 
Low student attendance  Medium Mitigate risk by active advertisement and 

marketing of the conference through social 
media, print media, colleges, clubs & societies 
and prior events 

Venue logistical issues Low Mitigate risks by formulating backup plans for 
large dependencies and contingencies 

 
Timescale 

PLANNED START DATE: 10.01.2020 PLANNED END DATE: 10.05.2020 
 
Milestones 

MILESTONE START DATE END DATE 
Initial planning and concept  10.01.2020 20.01.2020 
Stakeholder analysis, roles & responsibilities, budget allocation  20.01.2020 10.02.2020 
Logistics, admin and confirmations on external speakers 10.02.2020 10.04.2020 
Marketing & advertisement, production, volunteer team 10.04.2020 10.05.2020 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Student Leadership Conference (1 day)  

Venue hire: $1,500 
Audio: $1,000 
Visual: $800 
Staging: $500 

$15,200 
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Speakers Fees x 6 (Domestic): $1,000 x 6 =$6,000 
Flights Domestic x 6: $500 x 6 =$3,000  
Accommodation x 6 speakers x 1 night: $300 x 6 x 1= $1,800 
Per diems x 6 speakers $150 x 6 x 1 day = $600 

TOTAL: $15,200 
 
Attachments/Supporting Materials 

2018 student leadership conference organised at Victoria University with SSAF funding: 
https://www.vu.edu.au/about-vu/news-events/events/2018-student-leadership-conference  
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Project  
AFFILIATED BODY: ANU Postgraduate and Research Students’ Association (PARSA) 
PROJECT TITLE: HDR Projects 
PROJECT PRIORITY No.:  

 
Lead Proponent 

Name: Utsav Gupta 
Contact Details: Phone 02 6125 4187 Email parsa.president@anu.edu.au  

 
Additional Proponents 

Name: Roxanne Missingham, University Librarian 
Name: Research Skills & Training 
Name: National Tertiary Education Union ACT Division 

 
Project Statement, Proposed Outcomes and Benefits 

There are currently limited opportunities for HDR students to gain practical experience in publishing and 
presenting outside their department and/or relationship with their supervisor at ANU. To provide more 
opportunities to postgraduate students, particularly HDR and Masters by coursework students, which will benefit 
the overall ANU academic community, PARSA proposes: 
 

• Development and publishing of a peer-reviewed, postgraduate journal, complementing the already 
existing undergraduate student journal. This will give postgraduate students the opportunity to be 
published and gain tangible experience in the peer-review process. We intend to use the Open Journal 
System, which is a software tool for developing research journals and which is managed by ANU Press.  
We will have two student supports operating on an honoraria, who will be the editors of the journal, and 
we will source both a graphic designer and a copy-editor to ensure quality of the final product. 

 
• Holding a Postgraduate symposium. ANU already holds an annual student research conference, however 

it explicitly excludes HDR students and Masters by Thesis students, despite the fact that HDR students 
now do a compulsory coursework component as part of their program. Having a postgraduate symposium 
that is open to HDR and Masters students will provide students with the opportunity to present their 
research, prepare for TPR and outgoing presentations, and gain experience in presenting at academic 
conferences. This would be in line with other universities, such as UNSW, which already hold Postgraduate 
student conferences. 

 
Both the journal and symposium offer the opportunity for postgraduate students to further develop their research 
skills, receive peer support on their writing and research, develop their academic CVs and build their academic 
networks. In addition to these projects, PARSA will run an HDR Student Workplace rights awareness campaign.  
 
Many HDR students are also employed at ANU on a casual and/or sessional basis. While many do have a positive 
experience, some student employees are unaware of their workplace rights and entitlements, and it would be 
beneficial to students, staff and the ANU community for HDR student employees to be better informed. 

 
Strategic Fit 

The ANU has a commitment to Building on a Culture of Academic Excellence. The proposed journal and 
symposium will support and promote the professional and academic development of postgraduate students and 
researchers at the ANU. It will assist them by developing their academic CVs and providing the opportunity for 
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peer support in their academic development. These projects therefore speak to Key Initiative 3.2 in the ANU 
strategic plan to modify practice, policies and culture so that admission, retention, and success for students and 
staff is based on ability and endeavour, whatever their backgrounds or identities, by providing specific spaces for 
postgraduate students to develop their academic skills and networks within and across the ANU.  
 
PARSA has a commitment to supporting our members. Under objectives 1.3 and 1.4, this project will create 
opportunities for students to develop skills in their academic, leadership, and extracurricular activities, it will 
equip them with skills for work should they wish to pursue an academic career. PARSA also has a commitment to 
advocating for change on student priority issues. Under objective 2.3., the HDR workplace rights awareness 
campaign will create further awareness of the rights of HDR students also employed as staff at the ANU. 

 
SSAF categories addressed 

b, n, o, p, q 
These HDR Projects will address the following SSAF categories 
A. Providing food or drink to students: food, drinks and other relevant services will be provided to students at the 
symposium 
N. Supporting the production and dissemination to students of media whose content is provided by students: 
through the publication of the journal 
O. Helping students develop skills for study, by means other than undertaking courses of study in which they 
are enrolled: dissemination of knowledge through publishing and attending a symposium 
Q: Advocating students' interests in matters arising under the higher education provider's rules: advocating for 
the workplace rights of HDR students at higher education providers 

 
Risks 

RISK RATING RESPONSE TYPE 
Journal   
Lack of interest from contributors Low Mitigate by effective communication with 

students and collaborating with colleges to 
promote the journal 

Lack of interest from peer-reviewers Med Incentivise through honoraria and the 
opportunity for experience in academic 
editing 

Cost overruns Med Mitigate through effective planning and 
budgeting 

Symposium   
Low student attendance Low Mitigate by effective communication with 

students and collaborating with colleges to 
promote symposium 

Over-catering Medium Mitigate through registration and planning 
HDR Workplace rights campaign   
Pushback from community Low Mitigate by engaging in community 

consultation 
 
Timescale 

PLANNED START DATE: 01.12.2019 PLANNED END DATE: 01.10.2020 
 
Milestones 
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MILESTONE START DATE END DATE 
Journal   
Planning 1.12.2019  
Stakeholder engagement 1.12.2019 31.01.2020 
Recruit editor 1.01.2020 31.01.2020 
Recruit designer 1.01.2020 31.01.2020 
Market, and source contributors 1.03.2020 31.03.2020 
Peer review 1.06.2020 30.06.2020 
Product design, production and marketing 1.06.2020 30.08.2020 
Project review  09/2020 09/2020 
Symposium   
Planning commences 1.03.2020  
Marketing and call-out for presentations and selection of 
speakers 

1.05.2020 01.07.2020 

Holding of symposium 25.07.2020 25.07.2020 
Evaluation of event 28.07.2020 31.08.2020 
Campaign   
Planning 01.01.2020 29.02.2020 
Implementation 01.03.2020 31.05.2020 
Review 1.06.2020 30.06.2020 

 
2020 Budget Breakdown 

COST ITEM AMOUNT 
Journal 

Honoraria $2,000 x2 
Designer $700 
Copy editor $2,500 
Printing $2,000 
Marketing $200 

$9,400 

Symposium 
Venue hire $1,500 
Catering $3,500 
Audio Visual $2,500 
Logistics $500 

$8,000 

HDR Rights Campaign 
Marketing 
Printing 
Outreach 
Design 
Event hosting 

$3,000 

TOTAL: $20,400 
 
Attachments/Supporting Materials 

UNSW Postgraduate Research Symposium: https://ndarc.med.unsw.edu.au/event/2018-postgraduate-research-
symposium-exploring-opportunities  
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